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The present study examined the applicability of the social network concept in the conceptualization of coping and

adaptation in

a social

context.

Several treatments of the

social network concept were discussed, elaborated, and

adapted for this study.

Intensive interviews were conducted

with ten hospitalized psychiatric patients and ten

hospit-

alized medical (non-psychiatric) patients concerning the presence and type of life stresses, relations with network members, network size and membership, and prefered coping

styles
The data suggested that the medical

psychiatric
S_s

is,

_Ss

S_s

differed from the

in regard to network orientation.

The medical

held, by and large, positive network orientations, that

they believed that it was advisable, worthwhile, and in

some cases necessary to draw on network resources and support
in time of personal crisis.

The psychiatric

S_s,

on the other

hand, all held negative network orientations and felt that it

was dangerous, inadvisable, or useless to draw on network re-

sources for support during a period of personal crisis.

Con-

sequently, they seemed to deal with crises on the individual
level without the support of their social environment.

Net-

work orientations were also observed to
interact with

th(
le

perception of stress, preferences in coping styles,
and coping outcome.
Psychiatric Ss also reported significant life stresses
prior to hospitalization, negative network orientations,
attempts to deal with life stress on the individual level without utilizing network resources, and failure to meet the de-

mands of their life stresses.

The medical Ss, on the other

hand, reported a wide variety of life situations:

some re-

ported significant life stresses but utilized their social

networks to help them overcome those stresses; some avoided
life stresses altogether; some reported experiencing minor
life stresses which they overcame with their personal resources.

In no case did the medical Ss duplicate the combin-

ation of life situations observed in the psychiatric

S_s,

namely, the combination of significant life stress, negative

network orientation, non-utilization of network resources,
and eventual failure in coping.
It was also found that compared to the medical

psychiatric

S_s

S_s,

the

reported fewer intimate relationships with

their network members, a higher proportion of kinship members
and kinship linkages,

a

more dependent and passive position

with respect to important people in their networks, and

higher proportion

'of

a

asymmetric relationships with signifi-

cant network members.
The conclusion was drawn that the social network concept

Vll

can be useful in the conceptualization
of the coping process
in a social context,

and implications for further research

and therapy were discussed.
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PREFACE

This dissertation emerged from an interest in the
social

network concept and its applicability to the field of
clinical psycholoyy.

Initially, the area of coping and adaptation

was chosen as one broad area where the social network concept

might be useful, but the research primarily revolved around
systemic network issues.

Gradually, in the process of data

analysis, it became clear that other important issues had to
be included to understand the relationship between coping and

larger social processes, and consequently issues such as
stress, perception, and cognition were included.

The social network concept is exciting in that its very

nature broadens one's perceptions of clinical phenomena.

It

achieves this by incorporating much larger systemic factors,

factors which have been ignored in the traditional individual
istic, intra-psychic approach.

By providing a structural mo-

del it begins to take into account a multitude of social fac-

tors which influence human behavior while at the same time

considering how individuals influence their social environ-

ment in return.

By examining the interaction between the in-

dividual and his social environment, a more accurate and com-

plete understanding may be achieved.

Another exciting aspect of the network concept is that
it is adaptable to any 'school' of psychology.

Given the ba-

sic framework, it is as applicable with the Freudian as with

IX

the behavioristic approach.

The network concept does not in-

herently restrict assumptions about interpersonal
phenomena
but rather provides a framework for considering those
interactions in

a

comprehensive systemic fashion.

Consequently,

the model may be used with a range of theoretical orientations:

one

more indication of its potential usefulness.

Finally, the social network concept is exciting because
it provides a model which is consistent with the everyday

perception of 'reality'.

In our day-to-day lives we can ap-

preciate the importance of our own social networks in terms
of how the members of our networks (in interaction with our-

selves or in interaction with each other) can make us happy,
depressed, lonely, or overwhelmed.

It incorporates 'common

sense' phenomena which have long been recognized by song wri-

ters and playwrites.

Help from My Friends

Songs such as
,

I_

Get By With a Little

and You ve Got a Friend, and plays such
'

as Romeo and Julliet all demonstrate the types of network

processes discussed here.
Initially, the term "social network" may become a fa-

shionable "buzz word'^, but

I

eventually goes beyond that.

sincerely hope that the concept
It has promising conceptual

usefulness as a research and therapeutic took, and it deserves to be developed.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this dissertation is to
examine the value
of the concept of social network in
the analysis of social
factors which effect coping and adaptation.
The goal is to
assess the efficacy of applying a systemic,
interactionist

ecological approach to the problem of coping and
adaptation.
The model under consideration is that of the
social

network; a structural model which can be used to
describe
and analyze social environments by allowing each
individual

in an environment to be represented graphically by a point,
and by allowing relationships between these individuals to be

represented by lines joining their respective points.

The

model emerged from sociology and anthropology where it was

initially used in

a

metaphorical sense (Radcliff -Brown, 1952)

but was later refined and quantified (Barnes, 1954).
(1956a,

1956b,

Bott

1957) found morphological characteristics of

networks to be associated with marital role segregation, but
her findings have not been strongly supported (Udry and Hall,
1965; Aldous and Strauss,
1967; Toomey,

1957; Harrell-Bond,

1971; Nelson,

1969; Turner,

1966; Blood, 1969; Piatt,

1969).

The importance of social networks as a mediating factor in

human behavior has also been studied with respect to political

elections (Wheeldon, 1969; Barnes,
1969), urban organization
(Gutkind, 1965; Jacobson, 1970; Chrisman,
1970), and personal
crises (Boswell, 1969). With the increased
use of the con-

cept it has been refined (Aronson, 1970; Barnes,
1972; Wolfe,
1970)

The social network concept has great promise in
describing and analyzing complex social interactions on a
variety of
themes, processes, or topics.

The concept is of special in-

terest to this author because it has th^ potential for pro-

viding a powerful conceptual tool for the understanding of
the complex process of coping and adaptation.

Coping and

adaptation, on the individual level, occur in the context of
a social

environment.

The purpose of this dissertation will

be to examine the process of coping and adaptation in that
social environment as conceptualized in the social network

model
There is considerable literature in the area of coping
and adaptation in response to life stress.
a range of stressful

There have been

situations which have been examined,

and there are many theoretical conceptualizations of how the

coping process takes place with regard to the source of
stress, the individual's response to that stress, and the in-

dividual

•

s

ability to cope with that stress productively.

The primary emphasis in this area of study has been the in-

dividual:

examining individual processes and the behavioral,

physiological, and psychological reactions of individuals in

a

variety of stressful situations.

This individualistic ap-

proach is consistent with the emphasis that
has been placed
on the individual in American psychology
for the past several
decades.

Where larger social processes are noted, the
social context of the situation is usually only considered
to be a stimulus or a stress which necessitates a coping response
on the

part of the individual.

There is little literature available

on how the social context of a situation mediates the
indivi-

dual's response to stress, or perhaps even more importantly,

how the social environment helps the individual cope with the
stress situation more effectively.

A similar conclusion has also been reached by McGrath
(1970) who concludes that "there is at least scattered evid-

ence that the presence of, and communication with, other hu-

man beings acts to attenuate effects of some physical
threats, as well as effects of restricted environments.

The

notion that the presence of others increases the stress
threshold has been suggested" (p. 81).
Some authors have addressed the importance of social

factors in the coping process.

Antonovsky (1972) reports

that profound ties to significant others provide a strong

resource for the individual experiencing stress.

He states

that "on the simplest level, a person who has someone who

cares for nim is likely to more adequately resolve tension
than one who does not.

Even without employing the resources

of the others,

simply knowing that they are available
to one

increases one's strength" (p. 540).
Cobb (19 74) has suggested that specific
social supports
be studied as possible factors intervening
between stressful
life events and illness.
Similar suggestions have been made
by other authors Goldschmidt 1974; McKinlay,
1973; Mechanic,
(

,

1974; Caplan,

1964).

In recent reviews of the literature,

McGrath (1970), Coelho (1974), and Lazarus, Averill, and Opton (1959) all conclude that there is very little known on

how social processes mediate the impact of stressful life
events on individuals, or on how individuals consciously and

purposefully draw on these social processes on their own behalf.

The social network concept provides a methodological
tool for the investigation of such social factors in the pro-

cess of coping and adaptation, and as such it provides an

opportunity to consider the larger social processes involved
in individual coping behaviors.
(1)

Our interest centers on:

how individuals interact with their social network in the

process of coping and adaptation,

(2)

how the social environ-

ment mediates the stresses that impinge on individuals, and
(3)

how it exacerbates or expedites the coping process it-

self.

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine if the

social network concept can provide a theoretical framework
for the investigation of the coping process of individuals in

interactions with their social environments.

The first step in this investigation is to
explore the
social network concept to identify aspects of
the model whic
seem the most promising for the investigation of
coping and

adaptation.
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C H A P T E.R

I I

THE SOCIAL NETWORK CONCEPT
The more highly developed forms of the social network

concept are derived from mathematical digraph theory.

Di-

graph theory provides a concise and systematic way of describing and deriving social network concepts.

Unfortunately,

while digraph theory has much to contribute to the vocabulary
of social network theory, few digraph concepts have been

adopted by social network theorists.

Barnes (1972) argues

that the sophistication of graph theory far outstrips the

available data and techniques of the social sciences.

It is

true that many of the mathematical manipulations of graph

theory are inapplicable to social networks, but there still
remains a wealth of descriptive concepts which may be used to
interpret and describe many aspects of social networks.
Graph theory can serve as a model for the expansion of the
social network concept, and greater application of graph

theory concepts may provide a much greater conceptual under-

standing of network phenomena.

The following section will

present, in abridged form, the graph theory concepts which

have been adopted for use in this dissertation.
A graph is made up of points and lines.

If two points

are connected by a line they are said to be adjacent .

The

notion of degree is used to summarize
the number of lines
connected to a point, and the degree of
a point is simply
the number of lines incident with it.
a

point with

5

In a social network,

degrees would represent a person with rela-

tions to five people in the network.
To summarize the number of lines in the
network as a

whole,

the notion of density is used.

Given a network with

(n) points^

there are n(n-l)/2 possible lines joining those

points.

In a social network not all possible lines may

in)

exist so it is possible to have a continuum from a network

with few lines to a network with all possible lines.

Densi-

ty is defined as the ratio of the number of lines existant
in the network divided by the total number

the network size.

—
T-^^rrr.
n(n-l)2

If we consider a hypothetical graph,
1,

such as the one in

we can identify certain characteristics of differ-

Insert Figure

1

about here

ent points and lines within the network.
G is made up of

ever,

given

Thus if there are x lines in a network,

the network density would be computed as

Figure

possible

7

points and

9

lines.

In Figure 1 Graph

It can be seen, how-

that if line x were removed, we would no longer have

one graph, but rather two separate graphs.

For this reason,

line X is called a bridge because its removal produces two

separate graphs.

A point with an analagous characteristic

Figure

1.

A Graph and Its Component Blocks

is called a cutpoint .
z

It can be seen in Figure 1
that point

is a cutpoint, because its removal
would split the graph

into two disconnected parts.

The removal of all cutpoints

and bridges in a graph produces the
components of a graph,

namely the blocks.

By definition, blocks are inseparable

because they have no cutpoints and no bridges.
of Graph G in Figure

1

The blocks

can be seen to have no cutpoints, and

no bridges.

The social network application of these concepts
can be

illustrated by an individual who has a family and a job
such
that no one at work knows anyone in his family.

Here the

family and the work partners form separate blocks, and the
individual is a cutpoint between these two blocks.
One empirical problem with graph theory is that the re-

lations do not express directionality and thus are unable to

describe situations where a social relationship exists which
is not symmetric.

To account for asymmetric relationships

it is useful to use the notion of a directed line .

A graph

which contains directed lines is technically known as
graph.

a di-

Directed lines allow the diagraming of communication

networks, chains of command, rumor networks, and other non-

symmetric social relationships.

Insert Figure

cal digraph.

Figure

2

2

shows a hypotheti-

about here

Pigiire 2.

A Digraph

Just as points in a regular
graph were said to have
degrees, so too do points in
a digraph have degrees.
The dif-

ference is that some directed
lines emanate from a point
and
some directed lines terminate
on a point.
To account for
this difference we talk about
the outdegree and indegree .
The outdegree of a point is
simply the number of lines emanating from that point and in
Figure 2 point v^ has an outdegree of 2.
The indegree represents the number
of lines
ter-

minating on a point, and in Figure
gree of

3.

2,

point V3 has an inde-

If our figure represents a chain
of command, it

can be seen that person v^ can do
whatever he wants because
he is the source of all commands.
Person V3 is in the opposite situation, and he has no input to
commands and must do
what he is told. V3 and v^ can interact to
agree on what is

reasonable, so they have a more equal relationship.

This

example demonstrates the importance of outdegree
and indegree in a digraph, ^nd a set of terms have been devised
to

describe individuals with specific types of degrees.

A per-

son with positive outdegree and zero indegree is called
a

transmitter (v^ is a transmitter).

A point with positive in-

degree and zero outdegree is called a receiver (v^ is a receiver).

All other points are called either carriers or or-

dinary points.

Using this approach it is possible to iden-

tify symmetric and asymmetric relationships (v^ and v^ is
the only symmetric dyad) and it is possible ro more completely describe an individual's position in his social network

with reference to support, advice, or
feedback.

This raises

the importance of defining the content
of the directed lines
in a digraph.
A line may be defined as representing
any content area or type of interaction and for
any set of people

number of different digraphs could be produced
by changing
the definition of the lines.
Rather than making, say, ten
a

different digraphs of a set of people in order to
represent
ten different content areas, it is possible to define
ten

content areas for each line, and then label the line to denote whether that content area is present or not.

This can

get very messy, and it is preferable to use a matrix repre-

sentation to summarize such complicated digraphs, but it
does demonstrate the flexibility that is inherent in the di-

graph approach.

Based on these basic mathematical concepts a large number of other possible variables have been developed.

This

has occurred as different researchers have defined the

points and lines within the social network differently.

As

of yet there is no consensus on a set of variables best suited for describing a network or distinguishing one network

from another.

There i$ no agreement as to which character-

istics are crucial in describing social behavior in network
terms. A variety of authors have suggested lists of possible

variables, however.
Bott (1957, 1971) places heavy emphasis on the density
of the social network as a crucial factor in relationship to

13

marital-role segregation.

She suggests that dense networks

could reach consensus of opinion or provide
support much

easier and more frequently than less dense networks.

Mitchell (1971) has added a number of variables to
that
of density, and some of these have been incorporated
into
this dissertation.

These include the notions of anchorage,

range, content, directedness, and frequency.

Theoretically there is on our planet just one social
network which eventually connects every living human being
to every other human being.

The concept of the social net-

work is thus a generalization which must be reduced to

a cer-

tain workable size with a given set of limits so that it can

be used as an analytical tool.

The problem of partitioning

the total network requires some decision as to what part of

the total world network will be eliminated.

How far the

links of the network need be traced depends on the observer's

judgment of what types of linkages are crucial in describing
the behavior of an individual or group.
a

This suggests that

network must be traced from an initial starting point or

anchorage .

The anchorage may be an individual (Epstein,

1961; A. Mayer,

1966; Pauw,

or a group (Barnes,

1963), or a family (Bott,

1954; Jay,

19 64).

1957),

Individually anchored

networks have also been labeled ego-centered networks or personal networks because they revolve around a single person.

Coping and adaptation occur at the individual level and con-

sequently individuals serve as the anchorage points in this

dissertation.

In each network the individual who serves
as

the anchorage point will be called the focal
person .

Ran£e has been used in a number of ways to express
the

characteristics of those in direct contact with the focal
person.

Whe^ldon (1969) uses range to describe the number

and type of people in direct contact with a focal person.

A

person with thirty social contacts of the same social background has a narrower range than someone with thirty contacts
of a broad social range.

Here social range is one character-

istic to differentiate members of the network, but other va-

riables such as political, fraternal, or economic relations

may also be used to differentiate between members,
Kapferer (1971) uses a more restricted definition of

range which states that range is the number of people with
whom the focal person is in direct contact.

This notion of

range is identical to the definition of network size .

Content is the substance of or reason for the relation,
and common contents include economic, religious, familial,

sexual, professional,

social,

and fraternal ties.

Indivi-

duals understand the behavior of others in terms of the content of the relationship with that person, and the content

defines to some extent the norms and roles for behavior within that relationship.

When a relationship consists of only

one content area or focus of interaction it is said to be

uniplex

.

Those relationships that contain more than one con-

tent area are said to be multiplex (Gluckman, 1955, 1962).
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Whether

a

relation is defined as uniplex or multiplex

depends on how many strands are necessary
in understanding
a given piece of behavior.
A employer-employee relation may
be uniplex if this relation alone explains
the behavior
of

the two individuals with respect to each other.

If their re-

lationship then develops a sexual component, then
the employer-employee is no longer sufficient to explain their behavior,

and the relationship must be considered to be multiplex

instead of uniplex.

Content variables do not address the

function of the relationship in terms of support, power, influence, or other variables.

Rather, it is limited to the

manifest content alone.
The decision as to the number of content areas in a re-

lation also depends on how the content areas are defined.
The narrower the definition of each area, the more there are
and the more will be needed to explain complex behavior.

The definition of terms is a primary factor in determining
the multiplexity of networks,

Directedness describes the lack of symmetry in a relationship between two people in a network.

In the networks

considered bv Barnes (1954) and Bott (1957), all linkages
were symmetric, that is, if person a knew person b, then

automatically person b knew person
tionality is not important.

a and in this case direc-

In some instances, however, a

relationship goes from one person to another and the relationship need not be returned and this type of relationship

is defined as as^rnetric
.

,

For instance, parents
support

their children financially,
but the children do not
reciprocate (at least not in early
life).
Also, the patron-client
relationship is asymmetrical, and the
importance of the relationship for the two people depends
on which side of the
relationship the individual is on.

describes the number of contacts an
individual
has with some other individual in his
network over a given
period of time. High frequency does not
imply anything about
intensity, multiplexity durability, or any
other linkage
,

characteristic.
a

For this reason, it has not been considered

crucial or necessary variable, although it
may have its

usefulness in some restricted situations.

While these variables suggested by Mitchell seem to
be
much more comprehensive than those discussed by Bott,
other

expansions are available (Wolfe, 1970).

Unfortunately,

these other expansions were devised to suit specialized research interests and as such do not appear to have much rele-

vance to coping and adaptation.

Additionally, other of these

variables are very difficult and expensive to collect, and
so they are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

One factor influencing the "expense" of the data is the

determination of the size or scope of the networks to be
investigated
Because the "total network" of an individual may include

thousands of people it is frequently useful for analytical

purposes to limit the size of the
network in some way as to
make interpretation, analysis,
and data collection feasible.
A number of criteria have been
established for limiting network size, and each provides a
residue network that is specifically useful for a limited type of
analysis
'

(Epstein,

1961,

1971; Mayer,

1966; Wolfe,

1970).

One limiting paradigm useful for
network analysis is
suggested by Barnes (1971) who divides
personal networks into
zones.
The primary or first order zone is that
part of an

individual's network that contains those people
with whom the
focal person has direct contact.
The primary
zone also in-

cludes the set of relations between individuals
in the network who are in direct contact with the focal
person.
This

definition of

a zone is

ego-centered network.

similar to the notion of personal or

The notion of primary zone is further

broken down into a primary star, which is the network of

a

primary zone minus those connections between members of the

primary zone.

Figure

3

depicts a primary star and a primary

Insert Figure

3

about here

zone and a total network, all for the same hypothetical in-

dividual.

Each person is represented by a point, and rela-

tionships between two people are represented by a line between their respective points.
Each of the variables described so far pertain to the

Total Network

Primary Zone

Pieure

3.

Primary Star
A Total Network. Primary
Zone, and I>ri„ar,
Star
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characteristics of the social network at a
given point in
time, but there is another important
description

of social

networks which takes into consideration the
observation that
network members exploit the network to meet
their own needs
and desires.
The network is expandedv contracted,
molded,

activated, and suppressed in order to meet the
goals of the

individual.

Barnes (1954) describes how ties of friendship

are usually built willfully by people themselves.

Epstein

(1969) reports how his research assistant used network link-

ages to meet a series of implied and explicit purposes.

Net-

works serve functions for their members, and it is important
to understand what benefits are received by a network member

in order to fully understand his interaction with it.

This

type of process model accounts for what Aronson (1970) calls
the optative or choice-making element of human behavior.

In-

dividuals build and maintain networks to satisfy their psychological and physical needs.

Therefore, it is individual

personalities that control the size and function of a network,
even though the network itself controls and molds the psychology and personality of its members.
The utilization of such process analysis will be important in the final evaluation of the descriptive network vari-

ables which will be used in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER

III

NETWORK VARIABLES AND THE COPING
PROCESS
Based on the last chapter it
can be seen that different
researchers define network variables
in a variety of ways to
meet their personal research
interests.
The difficulty in
dealing with coping and adaptation
is that there are no data
on which variables may be important,
nor are there data to
tell us if available network
variables are extensive enough
to deal with all the major issues.
Therefore, a logical step
is to develop a set of network variables
which seem intuitively well suited to the analysis of coping
and adaptation.
Some of these variables emerged from the
available literature,

and some developed out of the study as it
was being

conducted; together they comprise a fairly complete
list.

The variables to be presented in this chapter fall
into

three broad categories.

The first category includes those

variables which describe the structural aspects of the network as a whole:
points.

size,

adjacency

density, blocks, and cut-

These variables describe the distribution and number

of points and lines within the network regardless of the spe-

cific characteristics of those points or lines.
The second group of variables describe the network in

terms of the content areas of the linkages in the network.
A line joining two points (people) in the network represents
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relationships between those two points
such as kinship,
friendship, or other content area. Each
line may represent
one or more content areas and the content
variables describe
how many content areas are contained in
each line within

the

network as a whole.
The third class of variables is the function
variables.

Function variables are used to describe those linkages
where
one individual serves some function for another
individual,

and there are at least three functions which could
be served
in any linkage:

support, advice, and feedback.

This class

of variables has been established for the purpose of this

investigation, and there is no previous mention of them as
such in the literature.

The variables in each class are as follows:

Structure

Content

Function

Size and Scope
Adjacency Density
Number of Blocks
Number of Cutpoints

Relationship
Density
Multiplex Relationships
Kinship Members
Kinship Linkages

Functional Indegree
Functional Outdegree
Asymmetric Relationships
Functional People
Adjacency Density of
Functional People
Relationship Density
of Functional People

Structural Variables

Networks anchored on a focal person may vary widely in
size.

The personal network is the most comprehensive and

will be the unit of investigation of this dissertation.

criterion for membership in the focal person's network is

The

that the focal person and the individual in question
must

know each other by name, they must have some regular
contact
at least more than once a year,

and if the individual in

question has not been seen in a number of months the focal

person must expect to be in contact with that person again
in the near future.

This definition excludes extended family

members who are non-functional and uniplex, and whom the focal person only sees once a year or less.

It also excludes

old friends who have not been seen in a number of years and

other people whom the focal person used to know but with whom
he has no continued contact.

Adiacency density refers to the number of lines in the
network as a proportion of the total number of possible
lines.

In this dissertation we will define adjacency density

between two points (people) as meaning

that they know each

other by name and have some regular contact with each other.

Because knowing is a reciprocal relationship then the formula
for adjacency density becomes
a

n(n-l)/2

where a

=

the number of linkages in the network (pairs of

people who know each other), and n
The range is

0

to 1.0.

= the

size of the network.

This ratio is an expression of the

proportion of total possible linkages in the network given
the size of the network, regardless of the number of content

areas or functions served by each link.

The identification of blocks
and outpoints within a network may be important in the
dynamic understanding of the
network. For instance, if the
focal person acts as a cutpoint joining different blocks
or sectors of the network,
then this implies something about
the interconnectedness of
the components of the network.
A man may serve as a outpoint
joining the occupational and personal
blocks of his network,
with no connections between these
two blocks, aside from the
one through the focal person.
The existence of blocks within the network of an individual may
have implications for the
ability of the network to mobilize itself
in support of the

person in time of crisis.
Content Variables
Content, more than any other variable, .describes the

day-to-day quality of each of the relationships in the network.

The number of content areas is almost infinite, but

we offer twelve broad content areas.
a

Before going further,

description of the twelve suggested content variables

would be helpful.

Content Name

Example

1.

Primary Kin

Immediate family, parents and children

2.

Secondary Kin

Extended family, grandparents, uncles,

,

Definition

,

etc .

etc.
3.

Primary Friend

A close friend, confidant, intimate
acquaintance

4.

Secondary Friend

An acquaintance, casual friend, or social connection.
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5.

Economic

Professional acquaintance, co-worker
boss, employee, or connection
which'
depends on economic alliance

6.

Recreational

Connection that exists to achieve recreational ends.
Golf partner, bowling league, ball club

7.

Political

Connection formed to achieve
cal goal

a

politi-

8.

Religious

Connection resulting from religious
interaction

9.

Sexual

Includes both heterosexual and homosexual behavior

Fraternal

Organized group or structured relation
for social interaction:
Elks, Rotary,

10.

etc.

11.

Mutual Aid

Relationship expressly formed for mutual benefit: A.A. Weight Watchers,
Widow-to-Widow Program
,

12.

Serv ice

Connection which serves to fulfill basic daily needs:
shop owners, mailmen, policeman, paperboy, etc.

These categories are clearly not mutually exclusive, and

they may occur in almost any combination in any given relationship.

Relations or links which contain only one content

area are uniplex

,

and relations containing more than one con-

tent area are multiplex .
One short-hand method for summarizing the extent of mul-

tiplex relationships in the primary star of the network is
to add up the number of multiplex relationships.

the Total Number of Multiplex Relationships .

This yields

A related mea-

sure is obtained by taking the total and dividing it by the
size of the network (n), which yields the Proportion of Mul-

ti£lex Relationships.

The range for the Total is 0-n, and

range for the proportion is 0-1.

Experience in assessing networks indicates that
focal
people cannot, by and large, report on the quality

of rela-

tionships between members of their network and they
are only
able to confidently describe their relationships with
the

network members, not relationships between network members.
Thus the only reliable information on content and function

variables from focal reports is on relationships in the pri-

mary star (tnose relationships directly linking the focal
person with members of his network).

In order to gather com-

plete data on the quality of all the relationships between

members of the social network it would be necessary to interview many or all the members of the network, and this is beyond the scope of this study.

Consequently, we will limit

our use of the network variables to a description of the pri-

mary star on all variables except Adjacency Density and Adjacency Density of Functional People.
If we take into account the possibility of multiplex

relationships (those relationships containing more than one
content area) then it becomes apparent that each relationship
in the primary star can contain a number of different content
areas.

If there are n linkages in the primary star, and each

linkage can potentially contain (r) content areas, then there
are (r)(h) possible content areas in the primary star.

This

provides the information for the computation of the Relation -
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shi£ Density

,

which is the sum or the number of content areas

for each linkage in the primary star (r^) divided by the total number of linkages in the primary star (n).

is (n) to (r)(n).

The range

If all the relationships in the primary

star are uniplex and represent only one content area, then
the Relationship Density would equal (n).

If each of the re-

lationships were multiplex and represented all possible content areas, then the Relationship Density would equal (r)(n).

Because of the possible importance of kinship relationships in the network a number of indices were devised to de-

scribe the relative proportion of kinship and non-kinship

members and linkages.

Number of Kinship Members is defined

as the total number of immediate and extended family members

within the social network.

The Proportion of Kinship Members

is the Total divided by the size of the network (n).

The

Number of Kinship Linkages is the total number of lines in
the network which represent family relationships,

and the

Proportion of Kinship Linkages is the Total divided by the
number of linkages within the network as a whole.

Function Variables
It was mentioned above that each network member could

serve a number of functions for the focal person.

In this

thesis we are investigating three possible functions:
port,

advice, and feedback.

sup-

These functions seem to describe

patterns of interpersonal interactions which could potential-
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lY influence an individual's ability to
cope.

functions are described as follows.

The three

Support is defined as

any action or behavior which functions
to assist the focal
person in meeting his personal goals or
dealing with the demands of any particular situation. It may
be tangible in the
form of providing money or other forms of
assistance, or it

may be intangible in terms of providing sympathy,
encouragement, personal warmth, love, or any other type
of emotional

support.

Advice is described in terms of an interpersonal

interaction where one person conveys information, resources,
or guidance on how to achieve a certain goal or complete
a

certain task.

This too may be tangible information, or in-

formation on interpersonal dynamics, but the advice functions
to provide additional resources to the individual to help him

cope in a difficult situation.

Feedback is an interaction

where one individual gives evaluative feedback to the other
on how that person is meeting the standards or surpasses the

expectations or requirements for any given type of activity.
This feedback provides the focal person with information on

how well he is performing, and gives him signals as to when
a

change in some behavior pattern is required.
There are a number of variables which express the inci-

dence and distribution of these functions in the network.
The first variable describes the total number of people in
the network with whom the focal person has some functional

relationship.

The focal person may serve functions for the
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other person or vice versa, or they may serve
functions

equally for each other.

The Number of Functional People is

the total of the individuals in the network
who engage in

some sort of functional relationship with the
focal person.

A closely related index is the Proportion of Functional
Peo£le, and this is the Total divided by the size of the
net-

work

(

n

)

The number of functions one individual may serve to an-

other in this model ranges from

0

to 3.

When

served the relationship is non-functional.
a

0

functions are

Because there is

range of functions which could be served it is possible

that two individuals may serve an unequal number of functions

for each other.

For example, a focal person may provide sup-

port, advice and feedback (3 functions) to someone else and

not receive any functions in return (0 functions).

The num-

ber of functions a focal person serves to someone else is

called the Functional Outdegree

,

and the number of functions

served to the focal person from someone else is called the

Functional Indegree .

When in any dyadic relationship Func-

tional Indegree does not equal Functional Outdegree, that re-

lationship is defined as Asymmetric .
The Asymmetry for the network as a whole can be de-

scribed by two indices; the Number of Asymmetric Relation ships (the total number of asymmetric relationships), and
the Proportion of Asymmetric Relationships

(

the Number of

Asymmetric Relationships divided by the Number of Functional
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People).

The range for the Number is 0-n, and the range for

the Proportion is 0-1.

The Total Functional Indegree and Total Functional Out -

degree are the sums of the total number of functions served
to and from the subject, respectively.

Thus if three people

each serve one function to the focal person, that focal person's Functional Indegree would egual

3.

The Average Func -

tional Indegree and Average Functional Outdegree are the To-

tals divided by the number of functional people in the network.

In the example above the subject had a Total Function-

al Indegree of 3,

network,

and there were

3

functional people in the

so his Average Functional Indegree would egual 1.

Because functional people potentially demonstrate a
special significance in the social network it is potentially

useful to look at them as a sub-group of the network as a
whole.

To summarize some of the characteristics of this sub-

group two indices are suggested; Ad j acency Density of Func tional People

,

and Relationship Density of Functional People .

These two indices are computed in an analagous way to the

Adjacency Density and Relationship Density for the network
as a whole,

except that the computation is limited to the

functional people in the network.
The Problem and the Approach

Given these network variables the problem then becomes
one of relating them to the coping process.

In what way
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does the coping process depend on the structural, content,
and functional characteristics of the social network, and in

what ways does the social network mediate between the individual and the life stresses he may experience which may pre-

cipitate an adverse psychological or behavioral reaction?
In the on-going coping process the social network of the in-

dividual may play some role in mediating the stress and af-

fecting the individual's ability to cope effectively.

The

question now becomes one of relating the available network
concepts to the process of coping and adaptation.

This re-

quires the collection of enough information and data to allow
for the expansion of network concepts so application of the

network concept will be made maximally productive.
The

systemic

nature of the social network concept

leads to great complexity, and to understand one aspect of
a social

network it is also necessary to understand a wide

variety of coexisting network factors.

At this point, how-

ever, it is not clear what the most important network pro-

cesses are, or how they interact to effect the focal individual in terms of support or coping.

Because the network model is relatively new, and because
it incorporates a systemic, inter actionist , ecological ap-

proach, it seems most logical to use an in-depth qualitative
of
approach to collect a large and widely diversified range

data.

This will allow the tentative evaluation of the net-

also allow for
work variables currently at hand, but it will
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the discovery and investigation of other, as yet unknown
pro-

cesses.

Once the important coping and social network issues

have been identified it will be possible to investigate them
in a more controlled and rigorous methodology, but the prema-

ture employment of such a methodology could disguise important interactions which are taking place but which have not

yet been recognized.

The qualitative approach is also useful

because it can deal with complex phenomenon where there are

many variables interacting over time, and where it is impossible to identify one variable as dependent and another as

independent, because they are mutually interdependent.

The

initial and perhaps continued investigation of interdependent

variables is best carried out in a qualitative way, and consequently a qualitative approach will be employed here as the
major methodology.
The final goal of this research is not a probabilistic

statement about the significant contribution of certain variables to network processes.

Rather, it is a qualitative ex-

ploration of a number of specific and different social networks so that clues can be obtained to determine potentially

important network processes and important clusters of variables.

It is hoped that this process will identify general

aspects of network phenomena, and in so doing will provide
the first building block of a larger understanding of the so-

cial network concept.
In this study subjects will be drawn from a wide range
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of types of individuals.

The collection of network data fr om

a group of people will inevitably result
in a wide variety of

network types and characteristics, but it may not
result in
such a diversity of coping styles or abilities.
Consequently
a

range of people will be interviewed who demonstrate
differ-

ential coping abilities or coping styles.

One method of ob-

taining such diversity is to interview both those who have
and those who have not been admitted to a psychiatric hospital.

The presence of an individual as a patient on a psychi-

atric ward indicates that he has coped in a different manner
than someone who is living outside the hospital.

Therefore

this dissertation will examine two contrasting populations:
the first will consist of ten subjects drawn from patients

currently in treatment at a psychiatric institution (the psychiatric group); a comparison group will consist of ten indi-

viduals who are hospitalized for medical reasons and who fail
to show a history of psychiatric hospitalization (the medical

group).

Because the act of psychiatric hospitalization may
change the characteristics of a social network, and because
it is the concern of this dissertation to examine social net-

work process that occurred during the period of stress and
coping prior to hospitalization, the study shall be limited
to subjects who are currently in their first psychiatric hos-

pitalization, and who were admitted less than six months

prior to the intended date of their participation in the

study.

This will help insure that they remember the life

events and activities which occurred prior to and
during
their hospitalization.
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CHAPTER

IV

METHOD
Sub 1 ects
The subjects were ten hospitalized male veterans formally diagnosed as schizophrenic (the psychiatric group,
10)

S_s

#1-

and ten male veterans who were hospitalized for a variety

of medical non-psychiatric reasons (the medical group,

#11-20).

S_s

The mean age for the psychiatric group was 27.6,

and for the medical group it was 29.6.

The mean number of

years of schooling was 12.5 for the psychiatric group and
12.7 5 for the medical group.

In the psychiatric group seven

were single, one was divorced, and two were married.

In the

medical group, seven were single and three were married.
The psychiatric subjects were selected from the patients
on open wards at the Northampton Veterans Administration

Hospital.

A review of the hospital files was conducted to

identify those patients who were currently in their first

psychiatric hospitalization, who had been admitted less than
six months prior to the intended date of the interview, and

who failed to show any evidence of chronic alcoholism or

brain damage.

When a potential subject was identified he

was recruited to participate in the study.

He was told that

he would be asked to make a list of all the people he knew

and describe his relationship with each of these people, and
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that he would be asked to talk
about his past experiences
and life history.
Confidentiality was stressed and
subjects
were given an opportunity to ask
questions.
If they agreed
to participate they were interviewed
immediately.
The interview took between one and four hours
to conduct, with a
modal time of three hours.

After the ten psychiatric Ss had been
interviewed

a

con-

trol group of ten hospitalized medical
patients was selected
from the Newington Veterans Administration
Hospital. A re-

view of the hospital files identified potential
subjects who
matched the psychiatric Ss on age, marital status,
occupation, and educational level.

When an appropriate subject was

identified he was invited to participate in the study with
the same introduction as was provided the psychiatric
sample.

Many of those who met the eligibility requirements could not
be interviewed either because they were too sick, or because

they were immobilized in an open ward which did not provide

enough privacy for the interview.

Of those who could have

participated, only four refused to do so, mostly because they
were too ill.

The ten medical

_Ss

were interviewed using the

same format as was used with the psychiatric

_Ss.

Procedure
At the start of each interview the subject signed a re-

lease form granting permission that his voice be recorded on
audio tape, and absolving the hospital or the experimenter
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from responsibility for the
effect of the experiment (this
was a hospital regulation).
Then basic biographical data
was collected on the subject's
name, age, marital status,
number of children, military
status, educational history,
occupation, diagnosis, date of
hospitalization, place of
birth, and place of residence.
He was then read the following introductory statement
verbatim.
This research is designed to assess
called your social network, which simply what is
consists
Of all the people you know and how
many of them
know each other.
The first step consists of making
a list of these people and the
second step consists
of getting an idea of what kinds of
relationships
you have with each of these people.
In the
part of the study we will discuss the people last
in
your network in general, and we will discuss
your
life experiences and background. Any
questions?
Good, the first step then is to list all
the
people you know. This list should be limited to
those people you know.
The list should not include
people whom you know but who do not know you, and
it should not include people you once knew but
with
whom you have lost contact.
For the sake of convenience it is easier to
list people by groups:
friends, family, work companions, etc.
If a person is in more than one
group, place him in the group where you think he
best fits.
Let's start with your family.

The

SiS

then dictated the names, ages, and residence of

each of their network members, and these were recorded by the

interviewer who in all cases was the author.

When the list

was complete I probed for other network members which

might have forgotten or over-looked.
complete

S_

S_

When the network seemed

then indicated in a systematic fashion who each
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member of the network knew of the other
members in the network
From this point the interview was tape
recorded,

s

was

•asked to describe each of the network
members in order, and
to include in the description the content
areas of the rela-

tionship, the extent, if any, to which advice, support,
or

feedback were provided either to or from

S,

the length of

time S had known that person, and the frequency of their
contact.

He was

also invited to provide any other informa-

tion which might be helpful, including a description of the

person in general.

The results for each network members were

summarized from the tape recordings and recorded on the For-

mat Sheet (Appendix A).
After this information had been collected the interview

continued with a list of 39 questions.

These questions

served as a guideline for the qualitative interview and insured that a minimum amount of information would be collected
for each subject.

(A copy of the interview questions can be

found in Appendix B.

The interview format was open to di-

)

gressions, but all questions were asked of all subjects.
The interview questions fell within four broad areas.

The first area pertained to autobiographical information, es-

pecially with respect to how the individual's network had
changed over his life and over

the''

past year.

The second

section dealt with the presence and quality of instrumental

relationships, which

_S

could use for tangible resources such
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as getting jobs.

The third section dealt with the
type and
quality of nurturant relationships,
those relationships which
S could use for personal
advice, support and feedback,
and

those in which

would feel comfortable during a stress
situation. The fourth area dealt with the
experience of life
stresses and on how S dealt with them. The
type, experience,
and outcome of any particular stress/
situation was considerS

ed.

Throughout the interview attention was paid to the
coping style of the individual, the presence of
stress
situa-

tions, and the role played by significant others
in all aspects
s
of the coping process.

At the conclusion of the interview

S

was asked to iden-

tify two people who could be called for a follow-up telephone
interview, given S's permission.

It was explained that these

phone interviews were designed to collect other people's im-

pressions of the subject and that nothing
be repeated to the informant.

If

S_

_S

had said would

identified two people who

could be called a letter of introduction was sent to the in-

formants describing the research and indicating that they
would receive a phone call within the next two weeks.

The

informants were then contacted by phone and asked to describe
S_

in general terms.

on the interview with
ate

S_'

s

Specific questions were then asked based
S,

These questions served to corrobor-

self-reports and to investigate other network pro-

cesses which might have been occuring around the issues of
stress or support, but which

^ had failed

to mention.

These

39

phone calls are summarized in the protocols.
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CHAPTER

V

RESULTS
The methodology employed yielded two types of data.

The

first type involved quantitative data which summarized the

structural and process aspects of social networks using the

variables described in Chapter III.

The second type of data

involved qualitative data gathered during the open-ended in-

terviews with the subjects.

The quantita-fcive data are fairly

succinct and will be presented first, followed by a summary
of the important issues which emerged from an analysis of the

interview protocols.
The data for each of the quantitative variables are sum-

marized in Table

1.

Three classes of variables were found to

Insert Table 1 about here

discriminate between the two groups:

1)

relationship density

and multiplex relationships, 2) functional indegree and outdegree, and

3)

kinship members and linkages.

Most of the variables were broken down according to an
absolute number and a proportion.

The proportions were all

based on the network sizes of the individuals undei^ consideration.

Network size ranged from 19 to 54 with a mean of 37.8

for the medical Ss, and from 9 to 45 with a mean of 29.8 for
the psychiatric

S_s.

The difference between the means was not
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TABLE 1

Summary of Quantitative Variables

Variable
Size

Adjacency Density
Relationship Density
Functional People
Total Number
Proportion
Total Functional Indegree

Average Functional Indegree
Total Functional Outdegree

Average Functional Outdegree
Total Multiplex Relationships

Medical
Group

Psychiatric
Group

37.8

29.8

.538

1.53

11.2

N.S.

1.24

.01

.23

16.7

12.2

1.64
15.5
1.79

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

2.24

.02

4.5

.02

.58

16.6

N.S.

.64

5.9

.29

^

5.4

.002
.02

Proportion Multiplex Relationships

Number of Asymmetric Relationships

Proportion of Asymmetric Relationships

Relationship Density Functional
People
Adjacency Density Functional
People
Number Kinship Members
Proportion Kinship Members
Number of Kinship Linkages
Proportion Kinship Linkages

.21

.44

3.7

3.9

.30

1.81

.05

N.S.

.66

.01

1.64

N.S.

.81

N.S.

I.

.69

16.5
.38

209.1
.33

18.2
.64

211.5
.64

N.S.
.02

N.S.
.01
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significant.

Regarding the issue of relationship density, a Mann-

Whitney U-test (Seigel, 1956) revealed that the medical group
demonstrated a significantly higher number and proportion of

multiplex relationships than was demonstrated by the psychiatric group (U
tively).

=

15.5,

p<.02, and U

=

20,

p^.05, respec-

Additionally, the medical group demonstrated

icantly higher

relationship density (U

=

23.5,

a signif-

p<.01).

This

suggests that the medical group engaged in many more multi-

plex relationships than did the psychiatric

S_s.

There was no

significant difference between groups on the Relationship

Density of Functional People, so it can be inferred that the

psychiatric

S_s

limited their multiplex relationships to func-

tional people, whereas the medical group also maintained mul-

tiplex relationships with non-functional people.
The second issue dealt with functional relationships.

Medical

S^s

tended to give and receive equal numbers of func-

tions whereas the psychiatric

_Ss

tended to receive many more

functions than they gave to others.

For the medical

S_s

there

was no significant difference between Total Functional Inde-

gree and Outdegree, or between Average Functional Indegree
and Outdegree.

The psychiatric

S_s

demonstrated a Total In-

degree that was significantly higher than their Total Functional Outdegree (Sign test, Seigel, 1956, p<.001), and an

Average Functional Indegree that was significantly higher
than their Average Functional Outdegree (p^.OOl).

There
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seemed to be a balance between indegree and outdegree
for the

medical Ss, but the psychiatric Ss demonstrated a significant
imbalance, receiving many more functions than they gave to
others.

This imbalance seems to have resulted from between-

group differences on Functional Outdegree.

There was a sig-

nificant group difference on both Total and Average Functional Outdegree (U = 15,

tively).

p<

.02,

and U = 10, p<.002, respec-

The psychiatric Ss served fewer functions for

others when compared to the medical

S_s.

This suggests that

an imbalance between indegree and outdegree for the psychi-

atric group resulting from their reported unwillingness to
serve functions for their network members.
One disparity is apparent, however:

there was a signi-

ficant group difference on Average Functional Indegree (U
17.5, p<,02'> but not on Total Functional Indegree.

disparity suggests that the medical group had

=

This

a larger num-

ber of functional people in their network, but each member

only served a few functions.

The psychiatric group, however,

had fewer functional people in their network, but these people each served a larger number of functions.

Although both

groups received an equivalent total number of functions, the

psychiatric group received their functions from fewer people
than did the medical group.
The third issue dealt with the differences between

groups in regard to distribution of kinship relationships and

network size.

The psychiatric group demonstrated a higher
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proportion of Kinship Linkages and Kinship Members than did
the medical group (U = 17.5, p/ .02, U

=

10.5, p-^.02, re-

spectively), but the total Number of Kinship Linkages and

Kinship Members did not differ between groups.

The only way

to account for this difference in the finding is to posit

that the medical and psychiatric groups had equivalent num-

bers of kinship members and linkages, but that the psychiatric group's networks were smaller so that the relative pro-

portion of their kinship members and linkages was higher.

Although neither the Totals for Members and Linkages nor the
network size were significantly different between groups,

when these two variables were related by dividing the Total

Members and Total Linkages by network size, the two variables
in combination did reach significance.

Even though size and

kinship when taken alone are not significant, they are significant when taken in combination.
The previous issues emerged from the quantitative variables posited in Chapter III and the remaining issues emerged
from the qualitative interviews (the transcripts of the in-

terviews can be found in Appendix D).

These qualitative is-

sues deal with the subjects' individual and network orienta-

tions and with the concepts of resources and coping styles.

The first issue which emerged from the data involved

network orientations.

Each subject was found to have a set

of beliefs, attitudes,

and expectations concerning the po-

tential usefulness of his network resources and the advisa-
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bility and feasibility of drawing on those resources in
a
stress situation.
Two general orientations were seen to exist.

The first was a positive network orientation which was

defined as a set of beliefs or expectations where the subject
felt free to confide in his social network and draw on them
for advice, support, and feedback in a stress situation.

This was demonstrated by either a history of drawing on net-

work supports during stress or, if the individual had never

experienced extreme stress, the self -report of the individual
that he would draw on network supports should he ever find

himself in a situation he could not handle.

The second was a

negative network orientation and was defined as one in which
the subject felt it was inadvisable, impossible, or useless
to draw on network resources,

showed no history of having

drawn on network resources in the past, and explicitly stated
that he intended not to draw on network resources in the future.

All of the psychiatric

S_s

demonstrated a negative net-

The motivations behind this reluctance to

work orientation.

draw on network supports were varied.

One psychiatric S felt

that the network members didn't have enough expertise to help
him.

1:34*

...

I

don't believe they are the type of

*This code indicates the origin of the quote. The first
number refers to the subject number, and the second number
refers to which question he was answering.

people who could help. It is out of their line.
They are not specialists. Just because they are
people doesn't mean that they are experienced
enough to help you
they are all wrapped up in their own
.
.
.
lives. _27 might come fight with me, but I know
the rest of them wouldn't because they are wrapped
up in their own lives. My wife would not help.
She is a woman and that is that.
She lets me make
all the big decisions.
She tells me what the big
decisions are so that I can make them.

....

Another didn't want people to know of his personal problem
2:34 I never felt as though I could bring my problems to others. I didn't want them to know my
business. My wife I would tell. She would notice
that something was bothering me and she would
sense something was wrong, and then she would ask
me and I would tell her what was wrong, I don't run
right to her, I keep it' to myself until she notices
it and she will ask what is wrong.
Then I tell her
what is on my mind, at least most of the time . . .
... at first I tried to handle this myself
and I didn't go to anyone. Then my wife and son
saw my condition and they decided I needed help.
I never ask for help

....

Other psychiatric Ss were afraid or embarrased to admit

others that they had a problem.
5:34 I never really called anyone when I was in
trouble, like when I flunked out of school in New
York, I was so upset I didn't want to go home
and face my parents because they would have thought
I flunked out of the first college I went to, so
what I did w^s travel with my roommates and went to
Hartford and stayed with my roommate there for a
week

....

4:34 ... I would not go to my family. Not that
I can't trust them, but I wouldn't want to put it
I don't want to be a burden
on their shoulders.
It has been like that for the last couple
to them.
I could talk to my mom, but I wouldn't
of years.
tell her some of the things I've told you today.
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It would embarrass me.

I could never talk to the
family about it, especially the part about Alaska.

Another didn*t search out help because they were afraid of being rejected, and they didn't trust people.

3:34 Sometimes I felt like I needed money but I
never went and asked for it. I don't know,^ I got
frightened or something. I didn't know what they
were going to say. A friend would lend you money
but I never had too many friends to do that with.
I would be afraid that they would turn me down .
Yeah, I have a lot of secrets.
.
.
Things no one
will ever know.
I never tell my secrets to anyone.
I enjoy having secrets.
No one can take them away.
They can't take my thoughts away from me but they
can take everything else away. I know my secrets
keep me from getting close to people. I'm not putting myself out to others, so why should they put
themselves out to me? What I am always afraid of
I am afraid
is that I will trust the wrong person.
I will tell the wrong person and they will tell
someone else and then that person can hurt me.
.

One psychiatric S didn't seek out help because he didn't want
pity.

6:34 I stay by myself, I don't like people seeing
I don't want pity, I will pull my own weight
me.
I may make some mistakes but I'll
in this world.
try it on my own. When I am upset I go by myself.
It usually makes me feel better because I don't
have to have anyone else hassle me ... .

Instead of using personal network members for support,

almost all the psychiatric Ss (and none of the medical Ss)
said that they would turn to professional help, yet only two

showed evidence of having done so, and nine of the psychiatric Ss were hospitalized by members of their social networks
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Thus, even in regard to hospitalization they
did not actively

seek out the professional support they indicated
they would

use in a crisis.

When compared to the psychiatric group, the medical Ss
had very different network orientations.

The majority of

them stated that they did make use of supportive people in
the network, and if they could not handle a problem them-

selves they would seek out the support and resources of the

network members.
13:34
(Who do you bring your problems to?)
Usually it is Karen if it is something that I can't handle myself. I go to different people depending on
what the problem is.
I confide in Karen a lot.
She doesn't lie to you and she tells you exactly
what she thinks.
If she doesn't like something you
are doing she will tell you. She confides in me
too about things so it is pretty equal.
I might be
able to talk to my brothers, but she is the major
person.

18:34 (Who do you bring your problems to?) Now I
talk to Sue ... I would like to be able to talk
to my wife the same way, but a lot of the times
there are things that annoy me. I want to be able
to say them and get them off my chest so I can reflect on them myself. All I want is a receptive
ear, and right now I go to Sue ... She just listens, that is the most helpful thing.
She feels
that first you have to be truthful with others.
She gives me a lot of support to do what I have to
do.

Only three medical

_Ss

stated that they had never gone to any-

one with their problems, and they attributed this to the fact

that they had never had any large problems and that their
lives had been smooth and carefree.

But these subjects did
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state that if they ever felt that they had a
big problem they
would seek out network support to help them deal
with it.

When asked who in the network gives advice, support,
and
feedback, both medical and psychiatric Ss reported some

fami-

ly and network members who served these functions.
a

difference, however, in how the two groups utilized these

people.
a

There was

The psychiatric Ss tended to keep these functions at

superficial level, and they tended not to divulge enough of

themselves to others to enable the helpers to provide meaningful functions.
cited,

Also, these functions were largely unsoli-

and advice was, to a large extent, ignored or disre-

garded.

The medical Ss, on the other hand, tended to seek

out helpers when needed and they did divulge enough of themselves to allow the helpers to serve meaningful functions.
Also, the medical

S_s

tended to follow the helpers' advice more

often, indicating that these people had an effect on the me-

dical

_Ss.

Thusj the medical

S_s

were able to effectively uti-

lize their support people. much more so than the psychiatric
S^s

were able to.

Apparently, one crucial group difference between the medical and the psychiatric groups is in their network orientations.

Because the psychiatric

_Ss

by and large held negative

orientations, it seemed clear that they coped, for the most
part, without the benefit of the support, advice, and feed-

back of supportive network members.

The medical group, how-

ever, had a range of close personal relationships and a posi-
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tive network orientation indicating
that they did utili:
-ze
network supports and resources in
a time of personal stre.
or crises, assuming such stresses
had been experienced.
The second major issue which emerged
from the qualitative data involves individual resources
and network resources
Individual resources consisted of a complex
arrangement of

intelligence, flexibility, insight, coping
abilities and
other personal characteristics which might
be helpful in meet
ing the demands of a life event.

There was little direct data on the presence or
quality
of individual resources, but one indication was work
adjust-

ment and dating history.

The medical Ss who were working at

the time of their hospitalization reported better work ad-

justment than the psychiatric Ss who were working at the time
of their first hospitalization.

Also, the medical Ss report-

ed dating more both in high school and prior to admission

than did the psychiatric

S_s.

Other indications of individual resources were obtained
from the Ss family members in follow-up telephone interviews.

Friends and families of the medical Ss described them vari-

ously as intelligent (13:63), friendly and outgoing (11:63),
quiet and considerate (12:63) and generally independent enoug
to solve many problems on their own (16:63, 18:63).

the medical
a few of the

S_s

Most of

were described as being resourceful, but only

psychiatric Ss were described in these terms.

Network resources are observed in the social network
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among individuals who may be differentially
willing or able
to provide advice,

supports,

to serve functions for S.

and feedback; or,

in other words,

There are differences in the know-

ledge and experience of network members, and a comparison
shows that the psychiatric

had fewer resources available

S_s

to them than did the medical

One source of support for

_Ss.

most people is their immediate family, bwt the psychiatric

S_s

much more frequently reported evidence of hostile, domineering, rejecting or possessive mothers and beligerent, unin-

volved alcoholic fathers.

Eight psychiatric

_Ss

reported fa-

mily situations of this type, but only two medical Ss showed
any evidence of such family members (one reported a domineering mother and one reported an alcoholic father).
The families of the psychiatric group reported that they

were usually unaware that anything was wrong with their respective patients until the psychotic behavior manifested itself.

They were unaware that

so these

S^s

had been experiencing stress

did not seem to gain much support from these in-

formants prior to hospitalization.

Resources also seemed to be a function of network size.
The medical group consistently estimated their total network
size to be very large, much larger than the total number of

people listed in their network reports.

These estimates us-

ually ranged around a thousand people, but these people were
not all included in the network report because the Ss did not

consider them important.

The psychiatric Ss, on the other
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hand, usually estimated their
networks to be much smaller,

usually less than a hundred.
Size may be important because larger
networks are apt to
contain a wider diversity of individuals to
provide support,
advice^ or feedback, and as such ma^ provide
the focal person
with greater flexibility and freedom of choice
in seeking out

appropriate network resources.

If network size is related to

the quantity of network resources available to subjects,
then

we would expect that the medical group had significantly
more

resources available than did the psychiatric group.
Network resources also manifested themselves in specific
instances where Ss had received some specific help.

Only two

psychiatric Ss could report situations in which people had

been helpful to them:

in one case it consisted of being

given a job, and in another case it was being given new gutters for his home.

The medical

S_s,

on the other hand, much

more frequently reported receiving instrumental and nurturant
help from a broad group of people.

Some medical

S_s

did not

consider this help special, but they stated that they had received help frequently from a broad collection of family and
friends.
The medical group also reported a much greater number
and higher frequency of visitors while they were in the hos-

pital.

Many would have so many visitors at one time that

they would have to move to the day room to fit them all in.
The psychiatric Ss, on the other hand, had either no visitors
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or just a few visitors limited
mostly to immediate family,
and these visitors did not come as
often. What seems important here is that the psychiatric Ss
were cut off from their

networks, whereas the medical Ss had extensive
network contacts during hospitalization. With some medical
Ss the act
of hospitalization actually brought them closer
to their fa-

mily and friends who became mobilized when they learned
of
the illness.

Some came from great distances to be with the

ill patient.

Thus, network activity during hospitalization

was significantly different for the two groups.
The above data suggest that the medical Ss had more contact and drew more heavily on their network resources when

compared to the psychiatric Ss, and that the medical Ss received much more network support in their time of stress (physical illness) than did the psychiatric Ss.

The fifth issue which emerged from the analysis was the

presence or absence of significant life stresses prior to
hospitalization.

Within the framework so far described,

stress is defined as an interaction between an individual and
his environment where demands are made on the individual

which tax his individual and network resources.

This dispa-

rity between the demands of a situation and the individual's
ability to meet those demands is manifested in the individual

by such behaviors as anxiety,

agitation, insomnia, and those

physiological responses to stress most frequently described
in the literature.
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The life stresses reported by our
subjects seemed to
fall into three major classes:
those stresses originating

primarily within the individual himself, those
stresses originating primarily in the social network and those
stresses

originating primarily in the external world.

The same life

stress may function in all three areas, but usually one
area
can be seen as the primary source of the stress.

Internally induced stress occurred when subjects placed
demands on themselves in the form of motives, desires, and

expectations for things such as success, marriage, or fortune.

This became stressful when the individual did not have

the resources to meet those demands, and when the goals were

tightly linked to his self-esteem.

Failure to meet internal-

ly imposed demands resulted in frustration and loss of self-

esteem.

Subject #1 wanted to sell his

rich, but was continually frustrated.

patents

and become

Subject #7 wanted to

marry and settle down, but he was continually frustrated in
meeting girls and developing relationships with them.

Subject

#10 also wanted to settle down, but his social behavior was
so inappropriate that he was continually arrested for fright-

ening girls.

Thus his internal demands were frustrated, his

self-esteem dropped, and there was no one around to help him.
Demands also originate in the network, when friends, family, or employers expect a certain role performance with

which the individual is unable to comply.

Subjects #3,

4,

5,

and 8 all reported beginning their difficulties with work ad-
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justment problems.

Failure to perform resulted in negative

consequences and an increase in anxiety.

As anxiety in-

creased job performance dropped, inducing a vicious
cycle.
#9 also experienced work problems, primarily because he
was

unable to get along with the people he worked with.
Other network stresses revolved more directly around the

issue of support.

Subject #4 experienced considerable anxi-

ety over threatened losses of network support.
4:47
... I don't ever want them (my family) to
know (about what happened in Alaska). I was afraid
they might find out when I came home.
It made me
anxious and worried.
I hoped that they would never
find out.
If they were ever to find out I would
not be a human anymore. They would think I was a
nut.
I would lose my family and I wouldn't have
anyone anymore.
I would have to leave Amherst, I
would have to go somewhere else . . .1 was just so
afraid of losing them.

The thing that this subject tried to hide from his family was
an earlier network stress he experienced in Alaska.

This

stress is a good example of more direct attacks on the sub^

ject's self-esteem.
4:57
... I also felt that they were laughing at
me at work in Alaska, too. And sometimes I wondered if my friends were laughing too, but I can't
say for sure.
I thought they might have been.
I
thought they might be laughing at me for being fag
or queer.
No,^I have no tendencies at
(Were you?)
all.
(Did you ever ask them why they were laughing,
or if they were?)
No, I didn't want to hurt my
friends' feelings ... At that time I thought
everyone was having a good laugh, I didn't trust
anyone
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The loss of social support as a stress
situation can also occur through what I call evaporation, the
drifting away of

significant people over the years without anyone
coming in to
replace them in the network. This is only stressful
when the
subject is dependent on the people he is losing and he
is unable to replace them.

This is what occurred to subject #5,

whose friends all married and moved away, while
town alone, unable to find someone to marry.

S

remained in

In the service,

when he was separated from his friends, he became involved
with a large number of people who took advantage of him because he was so agreeable and likeable.

He continued to be

dependent on people, but the people took advantage of his dependency, and he eventually withdrew to avoid being hurt.

He

withdrew to the extent that he spent three years in his parents'

attic.

Another subject, #6, was also dependent, and

while in the service he became very dependent on a girl whom
he wanted to marry.

When she broke the engagement he became

psychotic and was sent back to the United States and given

psychiatric discharge.

In this case the stress resulted from

an interaction with the social network.

The last source of stress is the larger total environment.

Such stresses are more global in nature and tend not

to select specific individuals.

There is a large body of

literature concerning floods, concentration camps, war,
fires, and other disasters (Devos and Miner, 1959; Dayton,
1940;

a

Strassman, Thaler, and Schein, 1956; Wolf stein, 1957;
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Janis, 1951; Schmideberg, 1942).

Uncontrollable physical

illness also falls within this class.

Although illness pre-

sented problems for our medical Ss, none of
them seemed upset
about his illness. Some Ss even enjoyed it as a
time to work
on hobbies and as a vacation from work. Illness
did not seem
to have been a major stress for the medical group.

There was an important temporal factor between the onset
of stresses and the onset of psychological collapse.

In each

of the psychiatric subjects it was possible to identify at

least one, and sometimes several, severe stress situations in
a short period of time preceeding the onset of the pathologi-

cal

symptoms.

_S

#1,

for example, was hospitalized after a

period of business failures, and #2 was hospitalized shortly
after his son's arrest, his brother's death, and the accumu-

lation of a large gambling debt.

Ss #3

,

5,

6,

and

9

were all

hospitalized after a series of work problems.

A review of the recent life history of the medical subjects failed to reveal any comparable life stresses prior to

their medical hospitalization.

In those cases where some

life stress could be identified it was observed that this

stress was either overcome or at least lessened through some

personal or network intervention so that the stress did not

continue and certainly did not increase.
S

#17 experienced difficulties with his mother, and #20

had family and work difficulties, but both reportedly dealt

with these stresses using well-practiced defense and escape
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mechanisms and the support of friends or
spouse.

In summary,

the psychiatric Ss seemed to have
experienced more intense
stress of longer duration prior to their
hospitalization than
did the medical S_s.

Coping Styles
Coping responses followed the perception of stress and
the data suggested that there were essentially three categories of coping responses:

individual mobilization, network

mobilization, and passivity.
The most popular coping mechanisms by far involved individual mobilization, and it took place in two spheres;

cognitive and the behavioral.

the

In the cognitive sphere the

individuals engaged in problem solving to determine the cause
and solution of the problem; in the medical Ss this usually

worked well and enabled them to master whatever challenge was
at hand.

In the behavioral sphere the subjects overcame the

demands of the situation by engaging in the same behavior,

but only engaging in more of it, that is working harder but
not differently.
#4,

This was the device used by subjects #1 and

and by many of the medical

S_s.

Whether or not it suc-

ceeded depended on the nature of the stress.

Subject #1 was

working 16-18 hours a day before his psychic collapse.

This

simply made things worse, however, because it tired him out,

lowered his resistances, and contributed nothing to achieving
his goal.

In this case individual mobilization was the only

coping mechanism available
oxxdxjie beranQo
Decause
social network.

c;
S

would never mobilize the

As previously noted, the
social network itself may be
the source of the stress, in
which case the individual may
mobilize himself to deal directly
with the network and his
relationship to it. One strategy
observed in both medical
Ss and psychiatric Ss was what
might be referred to as therapeutic withdrawal (Wing and Freudenberg,
1961). When the
network was the source of the stress,
the stress could be
sidestepped by reducing the contact with the
stressful part
of the network. This was used effectively
by medical Ss #12
and #20, who used therapeutic withdrawal
in a selective controlled way so that it reduced the stress when
needed, but
did not become excessive or chronic.

With the psychiatric Ss

withdrawal was much more common and was not used as selectively.

These Ss gradually slipped into withdrawal from all

close human relationships, and maintained that posture for an

indeterminate length of time.

The withdrawal isolated the

psychiatric Ss from stress for a time, but it also insulated
them from any potential sources of support.

In summary, in-

dividual mobilization involved cognitive and behavioral acts
which changed the quantity or quality of the individual's activities, either independently or in relation to the social

network.
The second coping strategy, which was less popular but

which seemed much more crucial, was network mobilization.
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The use of this coping strategy
was the singularly most powerful factor in differentiating
the medical and psychiatric
Ss.
The medical Ss held a positive
network orientation and
sought out members of their network
for support, advice and
feedback when their individual mobilization
was inadequate.
The psychiatric Ss held negative network
orientations and did
not seek out network resources when
individual coping responses had failed. Whereas the medical Ss
mastered their

stress through network mobilization, the psychiatric
Ss did
not.
Consequently, the psychiatric Ss had a poorer chance of

mastering their life stress and coping successfully.
Social network mobilization took many forms.

Several

medical Ss reported that they would turn to family or close
friends for specific advice regarding specific problems or
instrumental help in solving various instrumental problems.
(This has also been reported by Sussman (1953, 1970), Boswell
(1969) and Wellman (in press).)

One medical S (#17) reported

that in time of crisis he turned to friends and family for

non-specific support; just being with them made him relax and
feel better.

Still other medical Ss reported that they used

the social network for specific emotional support, i.e.

venting their feelings or getting things off their chest
(#11,

13,

14,

16,

18).

These uses of the network resulted in

appropriate feedback for possible solutions to problems and
ways of handling difficult interpersonal situations.

This

process of utilizing a support network of friends and family
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for support, advice, and
feedback seemed to be a crucial factor in the process of coping and
adaptation, and was dependent on the individual's network
orientation. The psychiatric
Ss thought it impossible, inadvisable,
or dangerous to confide in friends and family regarding
personal matters, and
this network orientation precluded
them from utilizing their
social network.
The medical Ss, on the contrary, had, by
and
large, a network orientation that although
one should try to

handle things on one's own, should it fail
there are people
in the social network who can be supportive and
understanding,

and who are willing and able to help with any
particular

emotional or instrumental life crisis.

Additionally, because

the medical Ss had proportionally higher number of symmetrical relationships when compared to the psychiatric Ss, they

were able to manage and modify the nature and extent of the
support they received from their network to make it the most
useful.

The psychiatric Ss, however, were more passive, de-

pendent, and although they received support from their network, it was almost always unsolicited and immutable, that
is to say,

needs.

the psychiatric Ss could not alter it to their

Thus, most of the psychiatric Ss listened to the ad-

vice and feedback from the functional people, but if it did
not conform to what they already believed it went "in one ear
and out the other."

Much of their unsolicited network sup-

port was wasted.
The third coping mechanism is described by the term pas-

sivity, used in an inclusive
sense.

It refers to medical Ss
Who dealt with responsibilities
primarily by avoiding them.
They were passive in the
sense that they avoided responsibility for anything,, even themselves,
and consequently they
were never called on to take
responsibility for anyone else.
This refers to those medical Ss
(#12,

15,

16,

17,

19,

and 20)

who had no aspirations for themselves,
who lived at home existing from day-to-day, investing most
of their energies in
the pursuit of relaxation and recreation.
They avoided demands, and took a very matter-of-fact
view of any misfortunes
that might befall them, essentially
letting the problems
"roll off their backs."

talization.

They even shrugged off their hospi-

This device avoided stressful demands, as long

as there was someone in the social network
willing to provide
a

home and a job, but it seems to be a precarious
position

because the social network is unlikely to provide lasting
unconditional support.

Interaction of Major Issues
In view of the systemic quality of social networks, the

issues described above take on significance not only in and
of themselves, but also in how they interact with each other
for each subject.

The quality of each issue (e.g., stress)

affects and is affected by the quality of each of the other
issues, and as such all issues interact in an on-going ecolo-

gical system.
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Two contrasting
constellations of issues can
be seen for
the psychiatric and
medical Ss. Specifically,
t^he psych,
iiatrie Ss showed the presence
of some prolonged stre.iss
resulting from externally or
internally imposed demands,
a negative
network orientation which
kept them from drawing on
network
resources, a heavy reliance on
individual mobilization
as a

coping style, and finally, a
psychological breakdown.
This combination of factors
was nicely illustrated by
subject #1. He had experienced
numerous set-backs and failures in his attempts to sell
t^e patents to his inventions,
in which he had invested a
considerable amount of his time
and self-esteem.
He held a negative network orientation,
believing strongly that no one could
help him. As the stress
continued his individual resources proved
to be increasingly
inadequate to meet his internally set
demands, and this situation eventually culminated in a schizophrenic
reaction.
The medical group showed a variety of
constellations, but
in no case did they duplicate the
constellation of the psychiatric Ss. While some Ss did have negative
network orientations, these Ss have successfully avoided
prolonged stress.

Those medical Ss who had experienced stress
had succeeded in
dealing with the stress either through the use of
network mo-

bilization or through personal cognitive defenses.
ple,

For exam-

subject #9 had experienced some stress in his marriage,

but this was relieved through his use of close friends
and

confidants who allowed him to discuss his marital problems
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and reach some compromise.

Those who came from small
networks

with few functional and multiplex
relationships avoided stress
by avoiding responsibilities
or demands which could place
them
in stress situations.
Thus, for each medical S some
aspect of
the constellation w^s different
and consequently the psychiatric Ss in all cases showed
different combinations of issues
and factors when compared to the
medical Ss.
This is probably one of the most
important findings of
this study, namely, that individual
coping styles with respect
to the social network are in fact
associated with a specific
pattern of factors. The psychiatric Ss
demonstrated
a speci-

fic pattern of factors, a pattern which
in no case was duplicated by any of the medical Ss. Additionally,
this pattern
of factors for the psychiatric Ss seemed to
combine and in-

teract in a specific number of ways which were unique
to the

psychiatric Ss studied.
These patterns or constellations of factors will now be

discussed in the framework of network orientations and coping
in the social network.
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CHAPTER

VI

DISCUSSION
The initial purpose of this study
was to examine the applicability of a systems approach to the
conceptualization of
the coping process.
The network model provided the structure,
but the data collection tended to shift
the unit of study
from the network system back to the individual.
This was a
result of collecting large amounts of network
data and of in-

terviewing only the focal person in each network.

After ana-

lysis of the data, a compromise was reached based on
the no-

tion of the network orientation.

Network orientations de-

scribe one relationship between an individual and his social
network, and incorporate aspects of both the systemic and the

individualistic approaches.

The results indicate that the

network orientations are related both to network functioning
and the coping process, and as such tend to confirm the use-

fulness of network

approaches to coping and adaptation.

It was also found, however, that network orientations,

in and of themselves, did not

completely predict the coping

successes of the individual subjects, and that other factors
had to be considered.

These other factors included the pre-

sence or absence of significant life stresses, the coping

styles of the individuals, and the outcome of various coping
styles.

These, in turn, seemed to be related to network

orientations.

Consequently, a constellation of factors

emerged as being crucial In the
conceptualization of coping
in a social network. The
purpose of this section is to discuss the interaction of this
constellation of factors as it
relates to both the individual and the
social systems within
which he copes.

^^^"^ork Orientations:

General Considerations

The crux of this discussion is the notion
of network
orientation.
It was found that the psychiatric
population
held negative network orientations. However,
the medical
group, by and large, held positive network
orientations. It
is tempting to investigate the early childhoods
of the sub-

jects to gain insights into the development of
network ori-

entations.
2:34 . . . Where I grew up I had to fend for myself so I got in the habit.
I came up the hard
way, and my parents weren't very helpful.
It's
not that they didn't want to, it's just that that's
the way they were.
They had a big family so they
couldn't give the loving- care, and they were immigrants so they couldn't speak good English.
3:56 My mother made it hard. When I was in school
she wanted a lot of money.
She would tell me to do
good, I would', and she would tell me to do better.
She wanted the best and none of us were the best.
She wanted the best, not the best of your ability,
but the best. If I wasn't a straight A student I
wasn't any good, and I wasn't a student like that
so I was never any good.
I did well my last semester, A's and B's, but
then they threw it in my face and said that the only
reason I did well was because I took general subjects instead of college siibjects.
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This would suggest that network
orientations are formed
in childhood, but this suggestion
cannot be evaluated based
on our data.

Network orientations are comprised of
a number of components.
One of the clearest was that individuals
who held
negative network orientations were less willing
to utilize
the support, advice, and feedback of friends
and family.

This limited their available network resources
because they

isolated themselves from intimate relationships which
could
have been potentially useful in coping with a variety
of
stress situations.

Craven and Wellman (1973) have suggested that large,
loosely knit networks expedite access to tangible resources
and small dense networks expedite access to more intangible,

emotional resources.

This argues that the structural makeup

of the network may indicate the accessibility of resources.

Our data, however, indicate that the structural characteris-

tics did not discriminate between the medical and psychiatric

groups (adjacency density, adjacency density of functional
people were equal for both groups); rather, resource avail-

ability was determined by the quality of the interpersonal

relationships within the network and the nature of the subject's network orientations.
The structural aspects of the networks are, to some extent, determined by the subject's network orientation and his

individual resources.

The data indicated that psychiatric

_Ss
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populated their networks more exclusively with
family members V
and were more dependent on them.
The medical Ss, on
the con-

trary, had proportionally fewer family members
and were less

dependent on them.

This may reflect, among other things, the

individual's social skills and ability to meet people
outside
the family, or it may reflect a network orientation that

scorns non-kin relationships.

The process is unclear, but it

seems plausible that individuals shaped and maintained the

structure of their networks to suit their own personal pre-

ferences and needs.
The observation that medical Ss encouraged intimate re-

lationships, and psychiatric Ss did not, closely reflects the

observations made within the social isolation hypothesis of
schizophrenia (Faris, 1934; Langner, 1954; Jaco, 1954; Gerard
and Houston,

1953).

Faris and Dunham (1939) initially sug-

gested that isolation was a causative factor in schizophrenia.

Later Kohn and Clausen (1955) suggested that social

isolation was a sign of interpersonal difficulties and was
not a cause of schizophrenia per se .

They suggest that schi-

zophrenics isolate themselves to escape the demands of inter-

personal relationships.

Thus, people previously disturbed

become isolated, and the more isolated they become, the more
disturbed they become.

This interaction seems to have occur-

red in many of our psychiatric subjects (#1,
9,

10).

3,

5,

6,

7,

8,

Social isolation, induced by stress, cut the indivi-

dual off from his sources of support and lowered his ability
to cope, forcing him to rely on his individual resources
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which had

already been shown to be
inadequate.

This suggests that an
individual's network orientation
influences his coping responses
in a stress situation.
Our
data would also suggest, however,
that network orientations
might
influence whether or not a stress
situation will be
induced in any given set of
circumstances.

Network Orientations and Stress
From the data it seems clear that
the perception of
stress depends largely on the individual's
ability to deal
with the demands inherent in the
situation. The perception
of stress requires the perception of
the demand, an analysis
of the resources to meet the demands,
and a decision on which
action to take in response to the demands.
This process medicates the onset of stress and the reflexive
onset of coping
behaviors, and it is the process which Lazarus (1966)
calls
appraisal.

During appraisal the individual considers the de-

mands of the situation as he perceives them, the need for
a
response, and the threat of personal or psychic harm if no re-

sponse is made.

He also considers the range of possible cop-

ing responses which could be utilized, the chance of success
of each of these strategies, and finally, his decision as to

which coping response, if any, to use.

This is not to say

that the appraisal process is conscious, and indeed most of

the subjects could not verbalize the appraisal process.
ther, it is almost an automatic process.

Ra-

This suggests that one key factor in
the perception of
stress is the individual's perception of
his available resources in dealing with the demands inherent
in the situation. As noted before, medical Ss who held
a positive network orientation felt that there were a number
of people in

their social network who would be helpful in a
stress situation, whereas the psychiatric Ss all felt that
the network

was essentially useless for providing any type of
constructive support.

It is logical to posit, then, that individuals

with positive network orientations perceived themselves to
have more available resources than the individuals who held

negative network orientations.
it can be concluded that

If we accept this inference,

given a specific demanding situa-

tion, individuals who hold positive network orientation will

be less apt to perceive that situation as stressful than

individuals who hold negative network orientations.

While

there is little hard data to support this inference, this
type of argument demonstrates the possible influence of net-

work orientations on the presence or absence of stress.
It is unlikely that an individual will experience any

difficulties in coping unless he is faced with a demanding
situation.

The evidence is overwhelming that life stresses

are associated with psycho^athology (Langner and Michael,
1964;

Dohrenwend, 1961, 1973; Myers, Lindenthal

1971; Hudgens, Morrison and Barchla,

,

and Pepper,

1967; Rogler and Hol-

lingshead, 1963; Abram, 1965; Birley and Brown, 1968, 1970;

Brown, Birley and Wing,

1972; Brown,

1959,

1967; Brown, Car-

stairs and Topping, 1958;
Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend,
1965;
Brown, Monck, and Carstairs,
1962; Caplan, 1964; Rahe, 19^4;
Paykel, 1974; Antonovsky, 1974).
The literature indicates
that psychiatric symptoms are
usually preceeded by a series
Of stressful life events or
stresses in general.

'

The connection between life stress
and psychopathology
is by no means unavoidable.
Many people experience life
stress without demonstrating a schizophrenic
reaction, and
certainly there are factors which mediate
life stress and

successful coping.
the individual

'

s

Our data suggest that one such factor
is

network orientation.

As suggested above, network orientations
do seem to play
a role in the perception of available
resources, and consequently, in the perception of stress.

Additionally, network

orientations seemed closely related to coping styles.

Network Orientations and Coping Styles
Given the available perceived resources, our data suggested three possible modes of coping styles:

individual mo-

bilization, network mobilization, and passivity.

Almost all subjects felt that given a problem, the most
desirable first step is to try to solve it through individual

mobilization.

With many of the subjects this coping style

worked effectively.

The situation changed, however, when the

subjects found themselves in situations which were so demand-
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ing that their individual
ai^ilities to deal with the situa^
tion adequately was exceeded. At
this point, the individuals

with positive network orientations
began coping through network mobilization, whereas the individuals
with negative network orientations continued with individual
mobilization,
even though their coping strategy had been
shown
to be inef-

fective.

Because network mobilization was a back-up to
individual
mobilization it provided a second chance for most of
the

medical Ss.

The psychiatric Ss did not seem able or willing

to take advantage of this second chance.

Also, because it

mobilized individuals in the network besides the subject, it
brought into play greater perspectives on the problem, fresh
alternative solutions, and emotional support and nurturance
to reduce the subject's anxiety associated with the stress;
it also spread the responsibility for the stress to other

people so others could share the "load" which the subject was
bearing.
support,

Network mobilization in the form of seeking advice,
and feedback incorporates people into the indivi-

dual's problem.

These people are not experiencing the same

stress as the individual and therefore retain their ability
to problem solve calmly.

Additionally, the stress literature

suggests that in a time of crisis, people are more vulnerable
to suggestions than they are during a normal state (Caplan,

1964).

Consequently, the members of the network brought in

through network mobilization could have a powerful and bene-
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ficial effect.

Unfortunately, the psychiatric

Ss

•

negative

network orientation made this impossible.
One draw-back to network mobilization
occurred when the

network itself was the source of the
stress and the individual
had no means of withdrawing from the
network. This occurred
with individuals who were in the military,
who were
not per-

forming to criteria and were receiving a
good deal of noxious
feedback from superiors. This is the case with
subjects
#3

and #4.

Concerning the use of network resources and functional

relationships (those involving support, advice, and feedback)
it can be seen in Table

1

that the medical Ss served as many

supportive functions for others as were served upon them, but
that the psychiatric Ss reported being passive, dependent re-

cipients of functional relationships.

The psychiatric Ss had

mostly asymmetric relationships and did not return equal
amounts of functional support to those who were supporting
them.

Medical Ss and psychiatric Ss received equal amounts

of functional support, and on the surface this would seem to

suggest that they are in comparable situations.

This may not

be the case, for as Craven and Wellman (1973) suggest, asym-

metric relationships place the transmitter (here the person
giving advice to the subject) in a brokerage position with

complete control over the receiver who has no input back to
the transmitter.

Thus by being the recipient of a functional

relationship without also being a donor (the case with most
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psychiatric Ss) the individual is in a
precarious position of
being influenced by people without
being able to control the
nature or content of that influence.
It also places him in a
dependent and passive position compared
to
the donor.

(My wife) is the only one I have
2:35
trust and
faith m.
I depend on her.

2:22 /The subject's wife is important in that
attempts to place restraints on the subject's she
gambling behavior, mostly by limiting the amount
of
money he has. She is frequently giving him
advice,
although he does not return it, and she is portrayed as the stable cornerstone of the family_^7
In our psychiatric group, most of the functional
people were

family members, placing them, essentially, at the mercy
of
the family,

and making them dependent on the family for nur-

turance, guidance, and^ other functions.

This is the case with

subject #4 who is totally dependent on his family for all his

emotional needs.

By being dependent on the family, indivi-

duals sacrifice the autonomy and freedom to cope and adjust

freely to life demand situations.
atric

_Ss

We have found that psychi-

living at home tend to be socially isolated and more

dependent on their parents than the medical Ss of the same
age who were also living at home and who were less dependent
on their parents and had many outside contacts and non-family

relationships and linkages.
By having a more diverse range of functional people in

their networks, the medical

S_s

received a broader range of

support and had a greater choice as to whom they would uti-
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lize for support in any given
situation.

In the psychiatric

group, the diversity of functional
people was relatively constricted, preventing the psychiatric
Ss from having the same
range of choices that the medical
Ss had.

Our data indicated that given a
stressful situation, an
individual had a greater probability of
mastering that situation if he held a positive network
orientation. This orientation was associated with a greater
willingness to draw on
network resources and a greater repertoire
of available coping styles, both of which increase the
chances of mastering
any given stress situation.

Outcomes and Network Orientations

Given the onset of stress and the resulting coping
strategy there were a number of possible outcomes:

environmental

mastery, compromise, and failure.

When the outcome was environmental mastery, the individual adequately met the demands of the situation and returned
to a normal state.

This outcome allowed for growth and the

accumulation of life experiences which could assist the individual in future life stress situations.

This is clearly the

most desirable outcome, and the one that was seen in the medical Ss more often than in the psychiatric Ss.
In compromise the individual met the demands of the situ-

ation

partially, but did approximate the demands to some ex-

tent.

This allowed continued functioning and coping, but the
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stress always remained,
either in an active or dormant
state.
This occurred in two
medical Ss (#17, 20), and
although it allowed them to continue
functioning, it interferred
in their
lives to some extent.
Compromise in the psychiatric
Ss occurred in the period between
the onset of stress and the
actual hospitalization.
Subject #1 worked very hard on
his invention, and this activity
maintained his self-esteem for a
long period of time, until he
experienced a rapid number of
setbacks, failures, and a series
of experiences which he was
unable to understand.

The third outcome was failure.

Failure is defined as

the absence of behavior sufficient
to meet the demands of the
situation, such that the individual
experiences the negative
consequences expected for not meeting the
demands of the situation.

Failure resulted in a variety of consequences:

get-

ting fired, being embarrassed, being
reprimanded, loosing a
friend, loosing self-esteem, etc. Failure is
the most damaging outcome because it was seen to have a
ripple effect

throughout all of the areas discussed so far.

Failure to

meet the demands of the situation usually increased
the stress
on the individual.

For expple, in our psychiatric Ss sample,

some were under pressure to perform more adequately
at their

jobs while in the service.

Failure to perform to criteria

resulted in punitive action, and increased demands which led

only to more failure primarily because S did not have the
personal resources to meet the increased demands and because

he did not solicit network
support In helping him meet
those
demands.
In these subjects it was
observed that failure ex-

acerbated the stress, caused
increased failure and anxiety.
and a drop of self esteem.

What begins to emerge in these
cases is a deviation amplifying feedback loop. The cycle
begins with an initial
stress situation which was dealt
with on the individual level
and failed.
This failure led to withdrawal and
avoidance of
feedback and support, associated with a
negative network
orientation, resulting in further failures,
further increases
in anxiety and drops in flexibility,
insight, and problem
solving, and continued failure experiences.

Caplan (1964) notes that the cycle can be broken
if the
individual redefines his problems and comes up
with
a new

solution.

This occurred in the psychiatric Ss but the
new

formulation of the problem was often based on the paranoid
ideation.

This new statement of the problem (i.e., the CIA

is after me) broke the stress cycle, provided S with
an un-

derstanding of the problem, and increased his self-esteem.
For the psychiatric Ss who did not reformulate their

problem and who did not arrive at a solution, the stress continued,

and given a series of failure experiences the stress

increased and their personal resources became less and less
viable.

Feldman and Rice (1965) have found that after a

stressful failure experience (such as the one many psychiatric

_Ss

had experienced) individuals do not want evaluative
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feedback.

Rather, they seek ambiguous
feedback allowing them
to interpret the experience
in a way consistent with
their
self-image and self-esteem.
This avoidance of feedback
following failure was commonplace
in the psychiatric Ss interviewed, and While many
experienced an "effort after meaning"
to try to understand
their situation, they did not
ask for
clear evaluative feedback on
how they had done in coping
with
their problems.
This avoidance of feedback
following a
stressful failure experience
prohibited them from soliciting
clear opinions from their social
networks on how to better
cope with the stress in order to
succeed in future encounters
with it. Rather, this avoidance of
feedback made them more
reliant on individual resources;
resources which had already

proven inadequate by virtue of the
failure experience.
The feedback cycle described here
was also described by
Rogler and Hollingshead (1965) who describe
a cycle of work
problems, role failure (which can generalize
from one

area to

another), feelings of inadequacy, drop in
self-esteem, and
social punishment, all leading back to more
work problems to
start the cycle again.

This feedback loop trapped the psy-

chiatric Ss in a vicious cycle which the personal and
network

resources were unable to break until Ss was hospitalized.
The cycle is made more complicated by the observation

that role failure can generalize from one area to another

(Rogler and Hollingshead, 1965).

Failure in the parent role

can generalize to failure in the work role.

This was demon-
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strated by subject #2, who, in his own
eyes, had. failed as a
parent and as a husband and who was now
afraid of loosing
his job even though he had been
given an award for 30 years
of meritorious service just two months
before.
>

Rogler and Hollingshead (1965) and others
have argued
that an important link in this chain or
feedback loop is self
esteem (Hamburg, Hamburg, and deGoza>
1953; Mechanic, 1974;
Chodoff, Friedman and Hamburg, 1964; Vigotsky
and Hamburg,
1961).

With no self-esteem the person looses confidence
and

begins to subscribe to the notion that the probability
of
success of any coping strategy is zero.

In two of our psy-

chiatric Ss, this orientation and expectancy of success
led
them to the conclusion that the only solution left was sui-

cide (Ss #2, 4)

For most of the psychiatric group, however, suicide was
not an alternative.

Rather, they gradually or suddenly moved

into a schizophrenic reaction which broke the vicious cycle.

Subject #1 gives a marvelous example of continued failure,

building tension, and a final psychotic break which relieved
the tension.

He had beenworking 16 hours a day to support

his wife and get his invention sold to a company.

16:32
(Then what happened?)
I lost my cool, I
threatened a man's life. I threatened my lawyer
because he switched some papers on me when I was
at his office.
I found my papers had been changed
and I was going to send them to Washington to get
them patented and I found that they had made changes
in my plans.
The next day I accused the lawyer of
switching my papers and the next night when I went
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^ think the lawyer broke
^^In
^^^^k''^''^
into the
house and took them because he
was the
only one who knew where they
were.
So
I caUed mv
lawyer's office and threatened
to kill him if he
hurt any of my friends.
That night I reversed my mind.
I knocked off
the machine from my mind and
went back to figure
thoughfand
figured oufthT""""'
out that someone ' had been testing
me.
Then
^^^'t h^lP
^
believe
it
T n
It.
I
give i;?^""
them a lot of credit, they have
been
experts.
I wanted to go to Washingtoh,
but
I never
made it because they fixed the gas
pumps.
They
^'cy
were very clever.

^

Following his psychotic break this subject
lowered his aspirations (the original source of his stress)
and decided to
give up on the invention.
Other examples of vicious cycles are clear
in psychiatric Ss #3 and #8, who initially failed because
of an inability to perform adequately on the job in the
service.
The

other Ss did not present such a clear picture, but
there is
ample evidence of stress followed by a failure at coping
with
no network mobilization^ eventually followed by
withdrawal
and a schizophrenic reaction.

An interesting observation may be made of the fact that
all of the psychiatric Ss were diagnosed as paranoid, and

that they exhibited delusions of persecution and gradiosity.

These symptoms seemed to be logical extensions of the life
stresses which preceeded the psychotic break.

It does seem

natural that continued failure experiences would lead one to
the belief that he was being persecuted, and the resulting
loss of self-esteem could most easily be compensated for by
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delusions of grandiosity.

These delusions also support and

explain the persecution because they
bring all of the subject 's life experiences and stress
experiences into one neat,

explainable package which
ure

not only explains away his fail-

but also boosts his self-esteem.
One inference that pervades the above
discussion is that

network mobilization can be an effective
coping strategy for
individuals who are experiencing difficulty in
coping and
that network mobilization can make the
ultimate difference
between effective and ineffective coping styles.
This as-

sumes, however, that any network intervention
is beneficial.
In fact,

there are probably many families or groups of net-

work members whose involvement in a stressful situation
would

only make that situation worse.

The success of any network

mobilization depends on the types of individuals who are being mobilized.

If the individual has a diverse number of

functional individuals to choose from, then it is likely
that he will choose those individuals who will have a bene-

ficial impact on his problem.

This was usually the case with

those medical Ss who had used network mobilization as a coping strategy.

If,

on the other hand, the individual has lit-

tle choice as to whom to mobilize, as was the case with the

psychiatric Ss, then he may choose to mobilize no one and may
subscribe to a negative network orientation.

This highlights

the importance of considering the make-up of the network m&a-

bers in any evaluation of an individual's network orientation

or coping style.
t

The Social Network:

Before and After the Fall

The question naturally arises:

where is this person's

family, friends, neighbors, etc.,
during a period of strife
and difficulty?
In some cases the psychiatric Ss
were isolated in the military at the time
of their initial breakdown,
so the social network at home was
usually inaccessible and

frequently unaware of the stresses which

S

was experienciing.

These subjects did not write home about
their problems, and
this is in keeping with their network
orientation that the

network is not very useful for support or assistance
in time
of crisis.

When the subjects did return home disturbed, most

families did not know how to deal with it^ and would
at most
try to convince the subjects to seek professional help.
It

was not until the subject began to exhibit florid, bizarre

symptoms or suicidal behaviors that the network mobilized itself and had the subject brought to the hospital.

Thus, the

social networks were not very effective helpers because they

were out of touch with the problem and were unable to break

through the subject's withdrawal and barriers.

A similar

situation occurred with the subjects who experienced their

psychotic episode at home.

The family members reported that

they had no idea that anything was wrong until just prior to
the onset of the symptoms.

During the phase of failure ex-

periences and stress which led up to the observed symptoms,
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the subjects concealed their
feelings and problems from tl
network, resulting in ignorance
of the Ss problems by the
network members. When the
psychotic break occurred they ac-

tivated themselves to hospitalize
the subject at varying
rates of speed, but they were of
no supportive va^ue during
the initial and early phases
of the coping process.
The network activity is different
for the medical Ss.
The intervention of the social
network broke any feedback
cycles before they got started. In
many cases the individual
resources of the medical Ss were sufficient
to meet the life
stress, but when they were not, the
social network was there,
and the s^ubject had the positive
network orientation to utilize the network on his own behalf.
Once an individual experienced a psychotic
break and was
hospitalized, changes began to occur in the
relationship of
the individual to his network.

The act of hospitalization

functioned, intentionally or not

,

to remove the subject from

the source of his stress, and consequently, many of
the psy-

chiatric Ss recovered spontaneously following their removal
,

from the stress situations.

In these Ss the stress was di-

rectly related to the service and the demands the service
placed on these individuals.

After they were removed from

the situation their symptoms gradually disappeared.

occurred with our two older psychiatric subjects.

experienced a quick build-up of stress:
arrest, brother's death.

The same

Subject #2

gambling loss, son's

In time, however, things were back
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to normal:

the debt was taken care of, the son
was released
from jail, and the subject was
released from the hospital
(and is now working again).
these cases the schizophrenic

m

reaction was the result of external stress,
and the removal
of that stress resulted in a decrease
or remission
of the

schizophrenic symptoms.

Hospitalization broke the vicious

cycle we discussed earlier, and as such gave the
individual
an opportunity to regain equilibrium.

To this extent, hos-

pitalization was a therapeutic intervention.
There are other ways, however, in which hospitalization
did not seem to be therapeutic.

The act of hospitalization

seemed to isolate the psychiatric Ss from their social networks.

This may be beneficial if the network is the source

of stress, but where there were supportive people in the

social network hospitalization made it more difficult for the

psychiatric

S_s

when a medical

to draw on them.
S_

The exact opposite occurred

was hospitalized.

Their social networks

came to their aid, and their concern for the subject's well

being was openly expressed to the subject.

Therefore, with

the medical Ss, the act of hospitalization brought many fami-

lies closer.

Additionally, the medical

S_s

received many more

visitors, so the act of hospitalization actually brought some

medical
network.

S_s

closer to people who had drifted away from their
The family will fly in from around the country if

the disease is severe, as in the case of subject #14, and

there is a general expression of caring which is lacking when
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the psychiatric Ss were hospitalized.

The psychiatric S s

•

isolation grew worse as the time of

hospitalization grew, and eventually the family "closed
ranks" (Gumming and Gumming, 1957) to fill

the gap left by

the patient.

His functions were taken over faster when he

was a central figure in his network.

Hammer (1963) notes

that social networks hospitalize a deviant member
faster if
he is in a key position, whereas more peripheral and
less in-

volved network members are tolerated longer because the
members of the network do not depend on them.

For instance,

subject #1 is a bread winner for his family and he was hos-

pitalized within days of the onset of his symptoms, whereas
subject #5 lived at home and was dependent on his parents and
it took years for him to be hospitalized.

Thus, the reaction

of the network to the subject does depend to some extent on

the centrality of that person to the functioning of the network.

The Maintenance of Gopinq

Most of the discussion to this point has revolved around
the processes and interactions involved in the coping style
of the psychiatric

S_s:

individual or network resources, net-

work orientation, stresses, coping styles, outcome, and de-

viation amplifying feedback loops.
The medical

ber of issues.

S^s

differ from the psychiatric

S_s

on a num-

In terms of individual resources, most nor-
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mals apparently had more
individual resources. This is
demonstrated by better work performance
and better social and
marital adjustment. Yet„ some
medical Ss demonstrated relatively isolated social adjustment
and some history of poor
work and social adjustment. The
absence of asymmetric relationships in some medical Ss indicated
that on the whole
they are less dependent on their social
networks and especially their family, but yet many still
lived at home with
their parents as did the psychiatric Ss.
The medical Ss
tended to have a greater fund of network
resources as demonstrated by a larger number and proportion of
multiplex relationships, more supportive families, and more
people to whom
they felt they could rely on when in need of
help.
Even so
some medical Ss demonstrated a tendency to shy
away from us-

ing such resources, supposedly because their
lives had been
so smooth they

had

never felt the need for such supports.

The medical Ss experienced fewer life stresses than the
psy-

chiatric Ss, but when they did report stresses they reported
using network resources when their individual resources were

inadequate to do the job.
What seems to emerge from an overall consideration of
the two groups of subjects is that the medical Ss demonstrated
a

more positive network orientation which allowed them to

call on the network in times of severe stress.
-

Perhaps more

importantly, the medical Ss in no case experienced the same

constellation of events that the psychiatric

S_s

did,

specific-
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callY, the negative network
orientation-stress-failure-in-

creased stress-continued failure
combination.

Either they
avoided stresses, or given a stress
they had a positive network orientation, or given the
network stress and non-utilization of the network they had the
individual resources and
defense mechanisms to master the stress
situation. Additionally the stresses which the medical
Ss seemed to experience
were not of the same type as with the
medical Ss, that is,
the psychiatric Ss stresses seemed to
be much more threatening to their self-esteem:
job failure, family failure, in-

ability to meet internalized goals.

The medical Ss experi-

enced stresses like obnoxious in-laws, disease,
or alcoholic
fathers.

These stresses did not pose the same threat to

their self-esteem.

than the psychiatric

Thus they have had less to contend with
S_s.

Methodological Consider ations
With the exception of the data from the informants, all
of the results in this study depended upon the perceptions of

the subjects interviewed

— perceptions

members, and life events.

of network resources,

While perceptions are usually

prone to some distortion, the problem is complicated if the

reporting individual has been diagnosed as schizophrenic.
There is the question of the validity of the reports of the

psychiatric population.

Although it is plausible to assume

that the psychiatric

reports are valid it is impossible

S_s»
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to assess how their
perceptions have changed as a
result of

their emotional problems.

It is possible that these
indivi-

duals held very dif ferent network
orientations prior to their
hospitalization and that they changed
their perceptions following or during the hospitalization
experience. Perhaps
their withdrawal changed their
perceptions. The only available evidence on this problem comes
from the reports
of the

family and friends of the psychiatric
Ss.

In all cases their

reports verified what the psychiatric Ss
had reported.
It
thUs appears that with respect to the
most important issues
in this study, the reports of the psychiatric
Ss can be ac-

cepted as a reflection of their pre- and
post-hospitalization

experience.

For example, their network orientations remained

unchanged during the hospitalization process.
A more difficult methodological problem, however,
lies
in the evaluation of the temporal relationship between
the

onset of stress and the appearance of pathological coping

mechanisms.

In many of the psychiatric cases, psychotic symp

toms were reportedly preceeded by difficulties in work adjust
ment.

In this study we have considered work adjustment pro-

blems to be a source of stress with which S must

cope,, and

that his psychotic symptoms were one form of coping.

It is

equally possible, however, that the work problems themselves
were a manifestation of an earlier unknown stress.
than try to reolve this issue,

,the

Rather

attempt has been made to

look at coping behaviors in general in the context of the so-

cial network.

What is important is
not the source of the
stress itself, hut the
interactional process between
the individual and his social
network in terms of coping
styles as
they would apply to a
wide variety of stress
situations.

Implications for Further Research

While this research seems to
have demonstrated the importance Of considering larger
systemic interactions in the
process of coping and adaptation,
it has not completely freed
itself from the individualistic
approach. The study still
depended on the reports of single
subjects,
and did not

ex^-

ine the individual activities
of others in the focal person's
network.
The next step is to continue
this research with the
analysis of specific social networks
based on data gathered
from a larger percentage of the
members of those social networks.
Our approach has emphasized the
interaction between
the individual and his social
network, but it has not looked
at the interaction of many individuals
within a single network.
This expansion of the data collection
process will

provide more information of the motives, behaviors
and interactions of all members of a given network,
rather than just
the behaviors and motivations of the focal
person.

Additional research must also be conducted to replicate
our tentative findings with other socio-economic
groups.

Our

study involved lower and lower-middle class subjects,
and it
is highly likely that different sorts of processes would
have
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been observed had we dealt with
a different population.
ditionally, our study only looked
at males, and

Ad-

it will be im-

portant to examine sex differences
in network orientations,
coping, and adaptation.
Thirdly, it is important now to
develop a more selective
and economically feasible research
tool to collect network
data.
Our study was primarily exploratory
and therefore took
a shotgun approach to data collection.
Now that the major issues seem to have been identified, it will
be possible to develop research tools which concentrate on these
issues in a

more selective manner.
Lastly, it will be important to verify our findings
with

individuals who demonstrate coping abilities somewhere between those of our medical and psychiatric samples.

This

would include neurotic individuals who manage to cope to some
degree, but who are not coping as well as they could be.

These individuals will probably demonstrate psychological and

behavioral phenomena which is qualitatively different from
that found in our two samples, and as such they present an

important population for examination.
Given these broad goals, there are still a considerable

number of specific questions to be considered:

how do net-

work orientations develop, how are individual resources acquired and measured, why do psychiatric subjects demonstrate
the specific symptomatology that they do, what is the effect

on the social network when it is called on to assist someone
in a crisis, what factors are involved in the onset and re-

mission of symptoms, and finally what
can be done to alter
social networks and individual
network orientations through
therapy and network interventions?
This area of inquiry is still in its
infancy, and there
is a considerable amount of exciting
research to be done. As
the research develops different
methodologies will have to be
employed as new objects for investigation develop.
The problem of methodology in this research area will
be a continuing
one.

Hopefully, research issues and methodologies can develop

simultaneously as the area of inquiry develops.

Implications for Therapy
The foregoing discussion has stressed the role of both

individual cognitions and the social network in the develop-

ment of inefficient coping styles.

If we accept that therapy

consists of uncovering and changing maladaptive coping mechanisms, then the findings of this study have clear implica-

tions for the

practice

of psychotherapy.

The clearest implication is that it is inefficient and

possibly self-defeating to treat troubled individuals in isolation, considering them to be complete and autonomous indi-

viduals.

There are numerous and complicated effects of the

social network and the larger environment on the individual's

behavior, and unless these influences are taken into consider-

ation and dealt with in the therapeutic setting, it is likely
that the therapy will fail.

This is not to say the only mode

Of treatment is to bring
the subject's entire social
network
into the therapy setting.
Rather, what it suggests is
that
the individual therapeutic
approach be complemented with
a
consideration of the important
aspects of the patient' s social network which may be
contributing to his problems in
coping, specifically, it seems
important to examine the individual's network orientation and
coping style and the role
that the social network plays in
shaping and maintaining that
orientation and style. By considering
the individual, his
social network, and the interaction
between the individual
and his network, it is possible to
grapple with the wide
range of influences which determine the
individual's behavior.
This approach is antithetical to that in
which the psycholo-

gist primarily examines the cognitive and
dynamic process

within the individual without examining the interaction
of
the individual with his network and the role the
network

plays in shaping his behavior.

Instead, it utilizes a much

broader and potentially more powerful perspective.

Summary

This dissertation has examined the feasibility of applying th^ social network concept to the area of coping and

adaptation.

examine

a

A qualitative approach was used to identify and

broad range of topics and to develop and to refine

the network model.

It was found that those who had been hos-

pitalized for psychiatric reasons had experienced more stress

prior to their hospitalization,
had a negative network orientation, had a lower percentage
of functional and multiplex
re
lationships with their network
members^ had not utilized network resources in dealing with
life stresses, and had eventually suffered a psychic collapse
following a period of prolonged or severe stress.
It was found that the medical
Ss

had a more positive network orientation,
t^at they had been
able to avoid or cope with life stresses
through the utilization of individual and network resources,
and had a higher

proportion of multiplex and functional relationships
in their
network indicating greater network activity and a
greater his
tory of supportive network interactions.
The research indicated that coping and adaptation could
be examined in the framework of the social network, and
that

although there is much research still to be conducted in this
area,

the network concept does seem potentially useful in the

conceptualization of coping and adaptation.
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APPENDIX A
FORMAT SHEET
^^^e
Of

Subject

1

these'Lf peoplef
1.
2.

'""'"^ '^^^"'"^

Close family
Extended family

^^^^

7.

Plitical

8.

Religious

9.

Sexual

4.

Close friend
Friend

10.

Fraternal

5.

Economic

11.

Mutual Aid

6.

Recreational

12.

Service

3.

relationship

For each of the following descriptions, which seem to best
describe the content areas above in terms of how Person 1
treats sub j ect ?
A.

Person

B.

Person 1 gives guidance, suggestions, or commands
to subject as to what behavior is acceptable or de-

1

knows subject, but that is about all.

sired.

C.

Person 1 gives feedback to subject on how well subject meets or exceeds standards or exceeds expectations.
Feedback can be positive or negative.

D.

Person 1 provides support, assistance, or aid, and
will share responsibilities, obligations, or needs,
both in and out of crisis.

Comments
Is this relationship unique for both parties?
Is this relationship symmetric?

If not symmetric explain on reverse side.
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APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND DATA SUMMARY
GUIDE
1.

Biographical Data
Subject #
Age
Marital Status
Number of Children
Date of Interview
Date Admitted
Competent? *
Employable?*
Voluntary?*

Tapes
Place of Birth
Place of Residence
Educational Level
Military Status
Diagnosis

Review of Hospital Records
2.
Recent medication
3.
Complaints on Admission
4.
History of current illness
5.
Abstract of social history*
6.
Psychological Evaluation*
7.
Physical condition
8.
Other records
Summary
9.
of subject's behavior during the interview
10.
List of network members

Network Analysis
11.
Size
12.
Adjacency Density
13.
Adjacency Density of Functional People
14.
Relationship Density
15.
Relationship Density of Functional People
16.
Number/Proportion of Asymmetrical Relationships
17.
Number/Proportion of Functional People
18.
Number/Proportion of Multiplex Relationships
Number of Unconnected Blocks
19.
20.
Number/Proportion of Kinship Members
21.
Number/Proportion of Kinship Linkages
22.
Summary of the important people in the network
The network interview
How does your network now compare to the network you had
23.
as a child?
How does your network now compare to the network you had
24.
in high school? How much did you date in high school?

*Psychiatric subjects only
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25,
26,
27,
28,

29
30
31.
32.
33.

B4
i

I

35.

36.
I

37.

38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.

44.
-45.

46.
47.

48.
49.

50.

At^what point in your life did your network
change the
How many people would you say were in
your network''
Has your network changed over the past
year? How has it
Have you ever been dropped from anyone else's
network^
When, where, why?
Can you briefly tell me the history of your life?
How many times have you moved?
How far did you go in school? How far did you go
in the
military?
How did you come to be in the hospital? Why did vou
come?
Can you tell me what happened between the time you decided to come to the hospital and the time you actually
arrived here?
Who do you bring your personal problems to? Do they
bring their problems to you? How do you decide who is
a good person to talk to?
If you were in some sort of an emergency, who would vou
call first?
Can you identify a particular time in your life when you
were in a crisis and needed help? What were the circumstances, who did you call, and how did they help?
Have you ever been called on to help anyone else in your
network with a problem? Was there anyone else involved?
How did it work out?
How do you think people reacted to your hospitalization?
How did your hospitalization change your network?
Have there been any deaths, divorces, marriages, illnesses, or accidents among the people you know that have
affected you in any way?
Who do you feel closest to emotionally? Who do you
think they feel closest to?
If you were to leave this part of the country alone, who
would keep in touch with you among the people you know?
If they were all to leave, who of them would keep in
touch with you?
How do you get along with your extended family? How often does your family have reunions?
Are there any ways people have been especially helpful
to you?
How?
Who has come to visit you in the hospital?
Is there anyone in your network who sets an example for
you or whom you would like to be like? How would you
like to imitate him/her?
Does anyone look up to you that way?
Do you ever have the feeling that people have expectations for you, for what you should do with your life or
how you should act?
Do you ever feel torn between the expectations of different people?
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in-service:

What did you

in-service: Why
did you ^nlilt7)^°'"
How did you get the other jobs you have
had?
What are your plans for the future? Who
is going
^ to be
^
involved
those plans?
Who in your life gives you support? Advice?
Feedback?
Is there anyone or anything that makes it
hard for you
^
to get along?
Is there anyone in your social network that you
would
drop if you had the chance?
What caused your present problems (mental or physical
illness)?
What was the hardest time in your life and why?
What was the best time in your life and why?
Do you have any financial burdens?
Mi scellaneous
Summary of telephone contact with members of S s social
network.

m

•
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APPENDIX C
SUBJECT SUMMARIES

Short summaries of each of the subjects will now
be presented.
The same format will be used in presenting the data
from each subject. First, the data with the highest
sense of
accuracy will be provided: biographical data, military
experience, education, behavior on admission, objective life
events.
Second, data will be presented based on the subject's self -reports. This data is subject to all the errors
of self-report retrospective data, and it includes subjective
life events, stresses, network orientation, S's perception
of his problems and his description of his social network,
and his relation to it.
(None of the 10 psychiatric Ss interviewed were in an acute state, and all were able to express themselves adequately.) Finally, data will be presented which rests on inferences made on the self reports.
This
data is most prone to error and includes information on network resources, psychological defenses of the subject, and
characteristics of the family of origin.
The psychiatric Ss (#1-10) will be presented first, followed by the medical Ss (#11-20). Full transcripts of each
of these interviews can be found in Appendix D. A shorthand
summary of each _S can be found in Table C-1 at the end of
this Appendix.

Subject #1 is 39 years old, married for 15 years with
no children, non-service connected, honorably discharged, and
diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic. On admission he demonstrated paranoid ideations^ agitation, insomnia, persecutory
delusions, and auditory hallucinations.
S_ reports
that he has never had many personal friends,
and he tends to avoid his family.
He habitually keeps his
problems to himself, and does not encourage people to bring
their problems to him.

1:37 Before people bring their problems to you
you have to be pretty close to them, and this is
something I try to stay away from. I don't get
I like to keep some distance with
that close.
them so I can have some freedom and flexibility.
There is a couple of feet of slack so I can get
out from underneath.

describes his life as perfect until he encountered his present difficulties. When he first became involved in invent-

S
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^^P^^^ business went downhni and
.in h
hill
he was .
forced to take a job as a foreman of
a small
company in order to maintain his income.
Over
t^
pas?
months
he has been working 15-18 hours a day.
He began negotiating
^--^-r- to sell his patent. s's employer
spates tia^fw
rejected by a number of companies and thit
therf
there wo^f
were a large number of small occurrences
which S did
'^'^''^ '^^^

A

:

hf trCst^d^r^neT
1:32

was on the fire all by myself, and that
made it more difficult.
(Wasn't there anyone you
would have called for help?) I never thought of
it.
I wouldn't ask my wife because I wanted to
protect her. If I had to ask someone I would recruit 32_) but he wouldn't believe me because he
is not as up to date as I am.
(27) wouldn't help
me, he respects me but he wouldn't be of any help
Even my lawyer isn't trustable.
I

(

,

was unable or unwilling to draw on his network members for
support and this yas followed by a psychic collapse.

S

1:32 That night I reversed my mind.
I knocked off
the machine from my mind and went back to figure
out what had happened.
I stopped and thought and
figured out that someone had been testing me. Then
it all fell into place.
I can't help but believe
it.
I give them a lot of credit, they have been
experts.
I wanted to go to Washington but they
fixed the gas pumps. They were very clever.

This paranoid ideation was very effective, and it seems to
have lowered his anxiety level considerably.
1:54 I know I have a grand illusion about being
tested, and I know that even if it's 100% wrong
it still sets well in my mind because now I have
a way of understanding it and that is fine with
I don't know if I was being tested or if I
me.
wasn't, but it doesn't matter because in my mind
they did and I know the answer and my mind is at
rest.
The pieces match the puzzle so it's off my
mind. . . .
My problem is that I tried too much. I spread
myself too thin and it's my own problem, there is
I'll be okay
not anyone out there who can help me.
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when I leave because I know where I stand. Besides
I know what I want to strive for; top
man in the
country.
I want to be president.
A number of inferences may be made about this case.
First, this S was experiencing extreme anxiety which he could
not deal out of his own personal resources. Moreover he was
unable to recruit the resources of his network to compensate
for this deficiency.
Stress continued and he was eventually
hospitalized by his wife and employer.

Subject #2 has been married for 30 years and has five
children.
He has worked as a fruit and vegetable manager
at a local grocery store for the past 30 years, during which
time he and his wife have lived in the same house. He is
honorably discharged, non-service connected, and he has always been interested in sports. He has been a basketball referee for many years.
He has had a gambling problem of long
standing, and he recently incurred a $5,000 gambling debt to
his bookie, and this forced him to stop gambling. Also, S's
son was recently arrested on assault and battery charges.
s
_S
brother died six months ago at the age of 52, and S^'
father had died many years ago at the age of 56. S_ is now
'

52.
S_ reports
that his childhood was very impoverished.
His parents were both alcoholics and his mother would frequently stumble out of the house drunk and fall unconscious
in the gutter. _S responded to this and other family problems
by running away and hiding, and by becoming very independent
emotionally and instrumentally. As he matured he spent most
of his time away from the house, and while he was very- athletic and sociable, he avoided close friendships and personal
commitments.
Feeling "thrown out on his own" he learned not
In fact he never tells anyone when
to depend on other ^.
something is on his mind, and his wife -reports that although
she can tell when something is bothering him, he will never
She also states that he has a
come to her to 'discuss it.
doctors, and lighting
driving,
number of neurotic fears:
the pilot light on the kitchen stove to name a few.
j

reports that he has no real close friends, and he
tends not to confide in anyone.
S

He functioned fairly well until just recently when he
had an acute paranoid schizophrenic episode. This followed
the death of his brother, the arrest of his son, the termination of his gambling privileges, his incurring a $5,000 gambling debt, and his removal from blood pressure medicine
which he has been on for eight months. His wife reports that
he became depressed, withdrawn, and paranoid, feeling that
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the world was out to get him and he was going to hav^- to pay
for all his failures. At no time did he involve his social
network and he even withheld his feelings from his wife. She
and her son eventually had him hospitalized because there
were indications that he might commit suicide.

A number of inferences can be drawn. Most of the problems this subject experienced were beyond his immediate control and his resources were inadequate to meet the demands
and challenges involved, and his personal failure was not
followed by network mobilization to master them in his behalf.
His failure experiences in a number of areas were followed by feelings of guilt and worthlessness depression, and
eventually a psychotic reaction. The subject demonstrated a
negative network orientation which precluded him from drawing
on his social network for support, advice, or feedback. There
was a rush of negative subjective life events which _S was unable to deal with or master, and the continued stress with
the absence of network mobilization was followed by psychotic coping mechanisms. At this time the subject has paid
his debt to the bookie, his son is out of jail, his job is
secure, and he has been released from the hospital with his
symptoms in remission.
,

Subject #3 is a 19-year-old, single, service-connected
Network instability
for psychiatric reason, schizophrenic.
has been the hallmark of this subject's life. His schizophrenic mother placed him in an orphanage at the age of 7
while her other four children remained at home, and S has no
insight into why she placed him in the orphanage. At the
age of 14 the orphanage placed him in a foster home where he
stayed for two years until he ran away to live with his sisSix months later the sister was arrested on
ter in Florida.
a drug charge, at which point S returned to live with his moHe stayed one year and attended high
ther in Hartford.
school, did fairly well, but left again after a fight in
which the mother and S's brother accused him of stealing some
money (S contends that he is innocent). He then went to Virgi
unia where he lived alone and worked at a variety of jobs
enlisting
of
year
one
Within
til he enlisted in the Navy.
he received a psychiatric discharge.

reports that on-board ship he was "scared, confused,
and lonely, and I didn't trust anyone." He attributes this
loneliness to the fact that he doesn't make friends easily,
and he
he never shared his personal thoughts with anyone,
likes to keep secrets.
S

no
3:34 Yeah, I have a lot of secrets. Things
I never tell my secrets to
one will ever know.
No one can take
I enjoy having secrets.
anyone.

Ill

them away. They can't take my thoughts away
from
me, but they can take everything else away.
I
know my secrets keep me from getting close to
people.
I'm not putting myself out to others so why
should they put themselves out to me. What I'm
always afraid of is that I'll trust the wrong person.
I'm afraid I will tell the wrong person and
they will tell someone else and then that person
can hurt me.
If, by chance, he does develop some relationship with
someone,
he never maintains it when he physically leaves the area.
When he moves to another part of the country he completely
looses touch with all the people he knew. For example, his
family of origin would never have known he was hospitalized
if the Navy had not notified them.
S reports that he would
not have told them, even though he was within 30 miles of
their home.

This is not to say that S_ felt no need for personal conHe got lonely and on occasion homesick, and he stated
that he needs people to "keep my mind from racing. " He reported that the best time in his life was when he was in the
foster home, knowing that there were people there to take
care of him and love him. He states that he would like to
get closer to some people, especially his sister, but he
does not know how.
tact.

It was with this network orientation that _S found himself on-board ship in Asia
unwilling or unable to make
friends.
Superiors were making demands for certain behaviors and punishing him with extra duty and watches when he
failed to perform to satisfaction. These demands and his
apparent inability to meet them resulted in punishment and
stress which
would manage by lying on his bunk reading.
He reports that his anxiety increased until he could no longIt was impossible for him to escape from this
er even read.
situation and he eventually experienced a psychotic break,
exhibiting paranoid and catatonic features. At the time of
the interview _S had been discharged from the service and
there were no apparent life stresses present. Additionally
his sister had become involved in his life again and had been
providing advice, support, and feedback. Since the interview
his symptoms have gone into remission, he has been released,
and he is living at home with his mother and going to school.
,

Subject #4 is a 24-year-old, single, honorably discharged veteran who experienced an acute psychotic episode
within days after his discharge from the service and his re-
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turn home. _S was adopted as an infant, and his biological
mother is his adopted mother's sister. S knows he was adopted but does not know who his mother is although all the other
members of the family know. While in the service he was
stationed in Japan, Alaska
and Florida, and while in Alaska he saw two psychiatrists on a regular basis for a
period
of months.
He has never been hospitalized.
,

reports that his problems began when he entered the
In bootcamp he was ridiculed for his mannerisms, and
many people laughed at him because they thought he marched
like an "old lady". He had no friends and was very upset,
calling his mother every day, and two or three times a day
on the weekends. He made two suicidal attempts once in bootcamp when he tried to strangle himself with a rope, and once
while home on leave when he tried to take an overdose of
tranquilizers. His father died two years ago.
S_

Navy.

—

He reports that his Japanese tour was uneventful, the
scenery was nice and he didn't have much contact with people.
In Alaska he was ridiculed again, and he felt guilty about
masturbation and his work difficulties. He evidently did not
work well, and usually worked six and seven days a week to
keep up. When he wasn't working he kept to himself. He felt
that everyone was laughing at him and he didn't trust anyone.
He never confronted any of these men to see if they were
really laughing at him. While he was there he discussed his
problems with a psychiatrist and states that he told the
psychiatrist things that he could never have told his mother.
Also, there were one or two people in the office he could
talk to about his problems but he never saw these people
outside the office.

There were no psychotic symptoms until S_ was discharged
from the service, at which point there was an immediate onThis seems to stem from his fear that his
set of symptoms.
mother and his family would learn of his "shame" in Iceland.
(Did the people at home know about your pro4:47
Iceland?) No, I don't ever want them to
in
blems
I
was afraid that they might find out when
know.
I
It made me anxious and worried.
I came home.
were
they
If
out.
find
never
hoped that they would
to ever find out I would not be human anymore.
They would think I was a nut, I would loose my
family and I wouldn't have anyone anymore. I would
I would have to go somehave to leave my home
I thought about Florida and California,
where else.
but I don't want to leave unless I have to, except
other than when I get married. I wouldn't tell my
wife about it. To me it is history now.
,
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During our interview _S realized that one possible way
to change his present situation, that is, his present extreme and exclusively dependence on his family, was to broaden his social network to include other supportive people^
He decided that maybe the best thing he could do was to go
out and make it on his own, leave his mother, cut the apron
strings, and strike out to Florida and California. He sees
his leaving as a hardship on his mother, but he thinks she
will understand.
This diversification would remedy his precarious and total dependence on his mother (who reports that
_S
is a "marvelous, perfect boy").
This might be difficult
because S_s sister reports that the mother would like to keep
_S
in the nest and not let him go out on his own. Thus S_'
dependence on his mother seems to be partly a result of a
conscious choice on the part of the mother to keep him tied
to her, perhaps as a replacement for her deceased husband.
The inference can be made that this subject's stress resulted from a threat of complete loss of supportive family
relationships, should the family learn of what happened to
him in Alaska, The threat of loss could not be dealt with
directly because to discuss it with his family would have inAlask^ and this is exactly what
volved telling them about
he feared they would discover, and he couldn't stand the embarrassment. He is extremely dependent on his mother, and
has a strong need to please her, and he was afraid that should
she learn of his embarrassment that he would loose her comThere was thus a high state of stress, no form of
pletely.
escape, insufficient personal resources, high anxiety and
guilt, and eventual psychotic collapse.

Subject #5 is a 27-year-old, single, 100% service connected for psychiatric disorder, paranoid schizophrenic. In
the middle of his second year of college he was working 40
hours a week, going to school, and working as a volunteer
teacher. He suddenly dropped out or flunked out of school
(it is unclear which) and went to Boston where he lived on
the streets, did acid and dope, and generally bummed around
Her served for two
for a few months until he was drafted.
He redischarge.
years before being given a psychiatric
as
working
at
attempt
turned home and after a brief two week
all
avoided
He
"hermit."
a carpenter, he quit and became a
contact with people, and spent the next two years either
his room listening to music or in the basement staring at the
His parents hardly saw him, and he almost never went
wall.
outside the house. The parents convinced him to see a psychoanalyst, but this failed after eight months. Later they convinced him to come to the VA where he was at the time of the
interview.

m

family,
Based on his self reports and the reports of his
following
drastically
it seems that his personality changed
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his psychotic break. In his childhood and high school years
he was friendly, outgoing, athletic, well-liked, and very
active with a large number of friends. Following his psychotic
break he was withdrawn, anti-social, and uninvolved in personal relationships.
He had been very close to his family, and
was very dependent on his friends. Although he was a good
athlete and held a cross-country record at school, he reports
that his father was never satisfied with his performance and
always demanded more.
It is unclear what precipitated his psychotic withdrawal.
reports that at his last duty station he felt manipulated,
abused, and taken advantage of.
People would borrow money and
take his dope and never repay him. There were no supportive
relationships at this time, and he was experiencing work difficulties, being reprimanded for not coming to work on time,
and getting poor feedback on how poorly he was doing his job.

G_

We can infer from the protocols that the network changes
and the changes in his personality have occurred over a period of time.
Gradually his close high school friends married
or moved away, and his original support network evaporated.
The void was filled by individuals of questionable character
v;ho did not feel obligated to look after S_'.s best interests.
At the same time S_ was experiencing difficulties with the police and the military. His obnoxious experiences with his
social network in Washington seems to have soured him on the
use of social networks for support, but yet he still realizes
This conthat he needs people to get along and support him.
flict of wanting to depend on people, yet being afraid to
trust them, places S_ in a double bind which he escapes from
simply by avoiding the issue and withdrawing into himself.
The analysis of this case is more speculative than the
rest, because although he was only recently admitted to the
hospital his difficulties may go back three or four years,
and much of the data pertaining to that period is lost. What
is suggested, however, is that over the years S_ had an immature dependence on his social network, that as he grew older
this network evaporated and was replaced by a much less benevolent network. This occurred simultaneously with a number
failing to perform at work and
of personal life stresses:
having trouble with the police. On returning home he went
into self-protective isolation and this withdrawal precluded
his use of his old social network for support or advice.

Subject #6 is a 21-year-old, single, 100% service connected for psychiatric disorder, paranoid schizophrenic. He
left school in his senior year and spent two years in the
In Korea he was engaged to be married to a Korean girl
Navy.
but she broke off the engagement and he had a violent acting-
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out episode.
He was AIRVAC to the United States and given a
psychiatric discharge in 1972. Since that time he has lived
at home and held a variety of jobs, but they usually only
lasted a week or two, after which he would get in a fight
with his employer and be fired. Just prior to admission he
was working on a Youth Corp project but he quit after he
threatened one of the workers with an ax. On admission he
was agitated and demonstrated persecutory grandiose delusions.
S_ reports
that he enlisted to get out of unhappy home
situations. He describes his mother as hostile and hypercritical towards her children, and she had numerous psychiatric
hospitalizations. Even so, S_ reports that he "loves to be
babied by her." _S reports that his father is dominant and
controlling, but they get along well. _S enlisted shortly after his brother, and he reports that he had many friends prior to enlisting. He is described by V.A. staff as being immature, dependent, infantile, narcissistic, exhibitionistic,
and pedophilic.

All of _S s statements indicate that he feels there are
no supportive people in his network, and that by and large he
is a loner.
'

I am a
6:22 People don't like having me around.
loner
I lost contact with
6:23 I was (always a loner.
The only
some people when I went in the Navy .
friends I ever had were the musicians on the albums.
I would come home and listen to albums, and I love
James Taylor, he is my hero.

He states that people avoid him, and that they were glad to
see him come to the hospital because it got him out of their
He also feels that people keep "screwing him over",
hair.
and he has to fight it alone.
6:49 Why don't they stop screwing me over, but
what can I say about it? I am one individual in
millions. No one is going to fight for me except
myself. No one feels what my chest is like when it
tightens up except myself.
6:59 After a while it got to the point when peo.
ple came up to me all they wanted was money
Navy
just
they
the
in
were
who
people
were
These
wanted money. If I had a girlfriend everyone was
your friend and they wanted to get the girl away
I
It was different people all the time.
from you.
things
accept
you
got used to it. After a while
.

,

.

.
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for what they are.
You can't dream all your life
about some thing that will never come true. I am
an easy mark just like my father.

When he feels that something is bothering him:
6:34 I stay by myself.
I don't like going to see
people.
I don't want pity.
I will pull my own
weight in this world. I may make some mistakes but
I'll try it on my own. When I am upset I go by myself.
It usually makes me feel better because then
I don't have to have anyone hassle me.
I can't
think with two people. I want someone to know what
I am thinking but everytime I try it everything comes
out screwed up.
All I want is to be left alone by the outside
world ... everyone screws me . . . they try to be
my friends but the only time anyone ever worried
about me was when they were broke or they needed
help ... I get so frustrated I feel like taking a
machine gun and shooting them all down.

He also feels that no one wants to hear his problems.
6:53
(when I had a problem) I went to the doctor
instead of anyone else with my personal problems because they don't want to hear it. I go for a ride
I don't need much to live on.
in the car.

The inferences which can be made here are that most of
the S_' s childhood friends have moved away or become involved
in their own lives, and S_ has been unable to replace these
people with new firiends, and unable to settle down and get
married like his old friends have done. He does receive support, advice, and feedback from his mother, grandmother, and
sister, but he maintains a very infantile posture with regards to this support, the support being more succor ance than
constructive growth producing encouragement and guidance.
He expects to be babied and none of his friends are willing
The support he does receive
to serve this function for him.
places no limits on his infantile behavior and bursts of temper, and so while there are supportive people in his network
they do not provide the type of support which could help S_
mature and gain self-control. Rather it tends to perpetuate
the same infantile, narcissistic, exhibtionistic behavior
he engaged in as a child. Consequently, when faced with a
stressful life event he responds in the same manner. This
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usually fails to meet the demands of the situation
deteriorate frustrating him more, and increasing and things
his emotional reaction, the end result being a
schizophrenic reaction.
In summary we have a situation where:
there was
tionable support in Korea at the time of the original quesstressthere are on-going counter-productive supportive
relation-^
ships in the absence of counter -balancing therapeutic
support
relationships; infantile, narcissistic, antagonistic, belligerent behavior and isolationism which prohibits the development of new more supportive relationships; and periodic loss
of self-control, psychological as well as behavioral, resulting from personal conflicts and the lack of limiting and
supportive social network relationships.
'

Subject #7 is a 22-year-old, non-service connected, single male who carries a diagnosis of schizoid personality with
borderline schizophrenia following an acute schizophrenic
episode.
His problem dates to a time in the service when he
was stationed on a small island in the Indian Ocean while
building a supply base with the CBs. After returning to the
states he became depressed, his work performance fell off,
and he was given a general discharge under honorable conditions.
He has had one brief three-week hospitalization in
ending one month prior to his hospitalization at the
Maine
V.A.
One admission he complained of agitation, anxiety, insomnia, bizarre behavior, suicidal tendencies, confusion, and
hostility.
The current life events revolve around his inability to
find meaningful work and develop close heterosexual relationships.
He has a strong motivation to settle down, but these
are continually frustrated by his physical environment (physical isolation) and his paucity of personal resources.
is described by his family as a loner, a military perand one who doesn't know how to share his feelings with
He keeps things to himself and spends most of his
others.
time alone. He grew up in the woods of Maine and had few
friends. _S describes his father as a beligerent alcoholic,
but his mother is described as warm and outgoing. Even so _S
does not confide in his mother to any extent and mostly keeps
things to himself.
_S

son,

My mother would try (to help me), but I
I would hold on to them
just wouldn't go to her.
Things just build
(my feelings) and let them stew.
I think people were willing to listen, but I
up.
don't like getting things off my chest to them, most7:60
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ly because I don't think it would do any good.
I
tried to get through it myself, but things just
q
worse.

S's mother reports that during this period she would try
to
help S_ rationalize, saying that although he didn't have a
job
or a girl friend, at least he had a home where he was loved
and wanted.
This did not do much good.
V.A. personnel suggest that S_ has little emotional involvement in the family or in anyone else for that matter.
He has no current friends, male or female. He lives at home
and helps with the chores, but that does not satisfy him.
What few friends he did have in high school have moved away
or have gotten married and involved in their own families.
He realizes that things might be better if his network were
a little larger.

7:58

when

If I had had more social contact with people

was home things might have been a little betdon't know any girls to take out because
they are all married so there isn't anyone around for
me to date.
ter.

I

I

_S
reports that his frustrations increased with time,
ant this was eventually followed by a psychotic reaction.

On the basis of the data we can infer that S_ has:
a
personal network orientation which precludes him from receiving support, advice, or feedback from his social network; a
significant stress with which he is unable to cope; an inability or unwillingness to mobilize his social network on his
behalf; eventually failure in coping and psychotic episode.

Subject #8 is a 20-year-old, in-service, paranoid schizophrenic who was admitted as a transfer from the Naval Regional Hospital in Philadelphia. He had been hospitalized
for four months prior to his arrival at NVAH. His presenting
symptoms were systematic delusions, derogatory auditory hallucinations, and delusions of persecution and grandeur. The
only object life events were routine military duty.
The patient describes his mother as a domineering,
strict, controlling woman who kept him at home as a child
and didn't allow him to make friends.
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8:23 I didn't have many friends when I was
My parents would not let us hang around with a kid
the
other kids and they kept us at home. That is
why
I spent so much time with my sister.

The mother works days and the father works nights
so they
literally don't see each other during the week, and on
weekends they spend a good deal of the time fighting. S
describes
his father as a patient and understanding man who i"s
more
central in _S s life than his mother. The VA personnel state
that _S is not very involved emotionally in his family, and
there is a lack of family warmth but a high degree of emphasis placed on material success.
S_ enlisted
in the service
supposedly to get away from his family.
'

S_ describes himself as
a shy, sensitive person who dates
seldom and who has no close personal friends. The parents
provide a reverse picture of a boy with plenty of friends, a
hard worker, and a good student.
S_ does
admit that he was
active in high school but states that he only did it because
his mother made him. The mother seems unrealistic; she feels
that there is nothing wrong with her boy, that he is perfect,
and that he should come home and live with her.

In the Navy S_ was assigned to a ship in Asia.
were many stresses associated with this assignment.

There

8:59 The Navy (was the hardest time in my life).
Hard jobs, hard understanding, it was hard for me.
That is why I would get hassled sometimes, the work
was too much for me.

8:56 They would hassle me ... . It was around
both the job and my personal life. They would get
me about the quality of my work. It got worse before I went in the hospital.
I felt pretty bad when
they did it.
I don't like the way I felt about myself when they did it.
I can't explain it.
8:58
cause
could
ther.
I was
could

(Why do you have the problems you do?) Beof the Navy.
It was too much for me.
29_
He was like a big brohave helped me out.
That wasn't enough.
He didn't hassle me.
There were people who
still overwhelmed.
help but they couldn't do enough.

These stresses were occurring at the same time that he learned that his ex-girlfriend was marrying his best friend from
home.
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L
he

changed between my friend and me when
it made up move apart, he is less
available now. There is no one around
to take his
-^"^
place now.

L^^^
got married,
,

When S joined he was supposedly engaged,
and he reports that
he received a letter in the service to
the effect ?hat his
girl had committed suicide.
S report
that he had not been
writing to her and he got this letter from
some
cause he hadn't written she had killed herself. man that beTwo or three
months later he got a letter from this girl saying
that she
was breaking off the engagement. Evidently S
never
wrote to
~
her while he was in the service.
When he returned home there were no supportive
people in
his network.
This is indicated by S s statements.
•

8:34
(Do you feel there are people around who would
help you if you needed it?) Yes. Dr. Frieband (VA
psychologist). I don't really have anyone at home
that I could go to for help.
In summary, this subject experienced considerable stress
the Navy resulting from his inability to perform his tasks
to satisfaction which resulted in negative consequences from
his superiors. We may infer that there was an absence of
sufficient people in his network in the Navy to help him
cope, and the addition of other external events related to
home seem to have overwhelmed the subject.
Being unable to
escape the Navy he eventually experienced a psychic collapse,
things did not improve when he returned home because there
were still insufficient support within the network to help
him resolve his conflicts and experiences overseas.

m

Subject # 9 is a 25-year-old, divorced, service-connected, paranoid schizophrenic who was admitted to the NVAH with
complaints of agitation, emotional instability, episodes of
hostility, ideas of persecution, and insomnia of several
weeks duration. He was granted a psychiatric discharge from
the military four months prior to his hospitalization.
He
had been suffering from an auditory hallucination and delusions of persecution. After returning from the service he
lived at home with his parents and worked in his father's

repair shop, but recently he and his father have had arguments culminating in S_ being fired and kicked out of the
house.
S_ had
threatened his parents verbally and physically,
and he states that he can't get along well with people because everyone is staring at him and passing derogatory remarks about him.
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S was born and raised in Broadfield
He reports that
his parents do not get along well and were thinking
about
divorce when S was born. S_ was an unexpected and unwanted a
child.
The father is described as a "very sick and violent
man" who has had several "closed ward hospitalizations,"
and
he IS "very difficult to live with." The mother describes
herself as a diabetic and a very sickly person. He has two
brothers who are both long-term as patients at NVAH. Both
parents are described by S_ as being strict.
,

9:52 (What is your home life life?)
It is a challenge.
It just is.
I have trouble getting along
with the family. It's okay if you don't do anything that isn't right. When you do the roof falls
in.
My parents are strict about what is right and
what is wrong.
S_ attended
technical high school in TV repair and barely
made it through. He states that as a child and adolescent
"I never had any close friends."
He was forced to marry soon
after high school, but his marriage was unahppy and his wife
sued for divorce on the grounds of cruel and unusual punishment.
Two children were born of this union but _S has no contact with any of them since he joined the service.

enlisted following his divorce but his military adjustment v;as no better than his marriage. His service difficulties seemed to revolve around interpersonal conflicts.
S_

9:58
(Where did most of the aggrevation come from?)
The NCOS.
There were a couple fo goys who didn't
want to do a damned thing, and if they aren't going
I just
to do anything I might as well do nothing.
live one day at a time as long as I can, that's all
I don't want to mention any names but there
.
.
were some people who were especially troublesome.
They were mostly my superiors. We talked. I still
I've been a loner most of
stayed really to myself.
my life.
.

.

During this phase of his life he still had no close friends
and his major coping style seemed to be withdrawal.
(Are there any people that you would like to
9:57
keep away from?) When I'm not feeling good, just
I handle things
about everybody. Just back off.
It seems I
on my own or I talk to a professional.
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have to take little rest periods before
back out again.

I

can qo

Upon returning home S settled into his father's small
TV repair business and lived at home. He had no active
social network besides the immediate family, and there were
clearly family and business problems. Urban renewal was
about to tear down the building containing the TV shop and
S_'s father wanted S_ and his brother to take out a GI
loan
to buy the business, and the business doesn't really appear
worth buying. There were frequent argumentsculminating in
S_' s eviction from home and his firing from the
business.
S_ reports
that he does not like to bring his personal
problems to people and that he would rather use a professional, but in fact he does not appear to use these resources except in severe crises when he requires hospitalization. The
family is the source of most of the present conflict, and VA
sources report that S_' s parents seem unaware of _S's problems.

Based on this subject's reports we can infer that he has
no active social network and only poor relationships with the
people in his network. He had domineering parents and a poor
marriage, prolonged stress in the military during a chronic
period of low network activity, the onset of pathology resulting from stress in the absence of personal or network mobilization, and a prolongation of stress which seems perpetuated
by his poor social relationships.
The last psychiatric S_ is a 27-year-old, single, non-service connected, honorably discharged paranoid schizophrenic.
He was admitted shortly after the onset of auditory hallucinations, paranoid ideation, homosexual panic, and insomnia.
He has a history of sexual preoccupation and excess religiosity. His problems date to a change in personality he experienced in Vietnam in 1968,
in Newfield and his development was unspectaS_ grew up
cular.
After high school he went to work in a factory until
He spent two years in the Army and following
he was drafted.
his discharge he returned to work in a factory until he joinHe claims that he
ed the fire department three years ago.
was engaged when he enlisted but that his fianee married another man while he was in the service. The patient lives at
home with his parents.

His initial stress occurred while in combat in Vietnam.
While there he reports that he learned of his fiancee's plans
to marry someone else, a buddy was killed at his side, and
they ran short of ammunition and S_ thought he was going to
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die.
He was exposed to a lot of killing which ran counter
to his strict Catholic upbringing.
He received an honorable
discharge but when he returned home he was withdrawn, argumentative, and he no longer trusted his parents. There were
frequent arguments and there was no communication. Although
he has met people through his work he has not made any friends
over the past six years, and although he has dated on occasion this dating behavior has been largely inappropriate.
After dating one girl a few times he decided that he wanted
to marry her, and when she indicated that she didn't want to
marry him he began to pursue her and was so frightening that
she had him arrested, twice.
On the second occasion he was
committed to Northampton State Hospital and transferred to
NVAH.
Despite his arrests and commitment he still believes
that the girl cares for him.
In addition he is also in love
with a bank teller who he would like to marry but whom he has
never dated.

Since his return from the service there have been so supportive people in his social network. He has tried to go to
his parents for help, but without success.
There was
10:36 I went to my mother and father.
something wrong with me upstairs in terms of getThere are constant presting along with everyone.
I didn't have a
I was unhappy.
sures on my mind.
girl friend, I didn't know what I was doing in terms
of being industrious, and I couldn't put myself inIt
to anything because I didn't care about it.
wasn't until I got on the fire department that my
problems started to get better.
My parents really couldn't help. My family
doctor said I should go see a psychiatrist .
then I was worried about people knowing I was going
to a psychiatrist, and my parents told me I didn't
need it. Later when they wanted me to go see one I
didn't go, so there wasn't any harmony there.
... I need a specialist which you are.
.

.

In that most of his conflict involves his parents it is
not surprising that he does not use them much for support.
Rather he depends on his religion and prayer for support, but
this does little to help him achieve his internally dictated
He wants to get married, settle down, and be a good
goals.
It is hard for him to meet and keep girls, and
fire fighter.
this has been a growing source of frustration which he has
not been able to deal with effectively. As his frustration
increased the appropriateness of his social behavior decrease
as evidenced by his commitment.
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It can be inferred that in a sense it was inevitable
that he should eventually suffer collapse. The factors involved are:
long-range social goals without the personal resources to meet them (stress); the absence of network resources to provide him with feedback and advice on how to act
more appropriately; individual and network (family) denial of
the exi stance of any problems, thus masking the problem and
making it harder to master; a vicious cycle of frustration,
anxiety, loss of social performance, more frustration, etc.,
and a lack of network intervention (short of hospitalization)
to break the feedback cycle in a productive and creative intervention.

The first medical S_ interviewed was subject #11, a 24year-old, single, honorably discharged male who was admitted
to the hospital after being run over by a car.
Both his legs
are broken.
He works for the fire department and is engaged
to be married this summer.
He reports a large, active social
network with whom he goes drinking, plays cards, goes to
dances and concerts, and generally has a good time. His family gets along well and they have clear expectations about
what he should do with his life, and they have intervened
when he has had problems, especially with the law. He makes
friends easily and he is described by his fiancee as considShe
erate, kind, and open about his problems and thoughts.
reports that when he does have a problem he tries to solve
it himself, but if he can't he goes to either his family, his
friends, or her.
To date his life has been smooth and free of any significant negative life events. He copes well, and does not
see his injury as a big problem, expects a normal recovery,
after which he will return to work and continue making plans
for marriage this summer.

From his reports we can infer that he has a positive
network orientation, that his life has been free from significant stress, and that he is free from psychopathology

Subject #12 presents a 22-year-old, single, non-service
connected, veteraxi who was discharged from the service with
medular cystic disease (bilateral kidney failure). He report
that his mother is domineering and she wants to keep him
home, and his father is an argumentative alcoholic who create
a lot of stress for S_ and he manages this situation by maintaining distance between him and his mother, and is resolved
not to stay at home, but rather to move out and get an apartment with a close army buddy who is due to be discharged.
This buddy was very instrumental in maintaining S_' s sanity.
When S was AIRVAC from France to the United States he spent
to
many months in a hospital. He was depressed, he started
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withdraw, and he was adjusting to being chronically ill.
This buddy drew him out of the hospital, took him home with
him, made him go on trips, and kept him involved and active.
S_ attributes much of his present
sanity to the efforts of
this one individual. At the same time S_ likes to be alone,
and sometimes he prefers it to being with people.
He realizes that he has to meet people and maintain his social contacts, but sometimes he doesn't feel up to it. This is partly a result of the kidney failure; it has sapped him of much
of his energy.
In fact, he sometimes notices himself "spacing out", forgetting what he is going to say, and letting
Even so,
his mind wander when he is listening to someone.
he continues to manage his domineering mother well, and maintain contact with friends and supportive relationships from
the Air Force.
He initially tries to solve his problems himself, but when this fails he draws on both family and friends
He realizes that he has
for support, advice, and feedback.
healthy service life to
from
to
make
transition
a difficult
infer that he has both
life.
We
may
civilian
incapacitated
the network orientaresources
and
network
the personal and
one.
productive
tion to make this adjustment a

Subject #13 was admitted with a broken ankle. He is 33,
single, and works as an iar conditioning and heating repairman. He reports that he had miserable childhood conditions:
extreme poverty, alcoholic father, working mother. He is
very independent, but he has a large and very tight knit set
of family and friends who do things socially together on a
regular basis. He tries to solve his problems himself, but
if he can't, he has a motherly figure who he confides in and
who gives him support, feedback, and advice. He appreciates
what he has, and feels lucky that he is not as poor as he was
He feels everyone has been good to him, and it
as a child.
appears that he has returned these kindnesses. Last year the
son of a woman cited above went to basic training in Paris
Island, and soon afterward it was learned that his fiancee
The network decided that he had to be told, so
was pregnant.
of family
S went down to Paris Island with three car loads
the boy
took
S
beach
the
on
picnic
and friends, and during a
three
all
later
weeks
Three
him.
to
news
aside and broke the
from
graduation
S
for
Island
s
car loads returned to Paris
bootcamp and his wedding. This type of network involvement
and the
is typical for the social network of subject #13,
as on the
behalf
his
on
network mobilizes iteself as readily
figure
mother
S'
married.
s
behalf of the boy who had to get
briland
a
guy
nice
describes S as an introvert, a friendly
all
they
and
lot,
a
liant man." S socializes with her family
and
life,
S
s
There have been no crises
feel very close.
a
had
he
accident
although he is now being sued for a car
that, ^e may infer
few years back, he does not worry about
resources, the support
that this subject survives on his own
^

•

m

'
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of his social network, his ability to use that network when
needed, and the absence of life stress events.

Subject #14 is a SS-year-old, married with nine childdren, honorabily discharged veteran.
He was born in the South
and both his parents died by the time he was 12 years old.
He was an excellent athlete in high school, and after graduation he was drafted into the service and discharged after
five years in 1945. He returned to the states and settled
down with his wife. He worked as an electrical construction
foreman until he was hospitalized for phlebitis and a circulatory problem in his intestines.
^

lists 48 members in his network but reports that he
thousands more through his work and his membership in
the V.F.W. and the American Legion. He engages in 36 functional relationships and 35 multiplex relationships.
S_

knov/s

S_ reports
that he has never had a crisis. He generally
tries to solve his problems himself and he generally succeeds, but when he gets into difficulty he goes to his wife
and she is very supportive. When his problems are instrumental there are a large number of friends he draws on, and
they also draw on him. His wife describes him as friendly,
out-going, personable, and easy-going. He reports that he
has a group of "personal" friends with whom he goes fishing
in Maine, but these trips usually turn out to be drunken
None of these people know any of his family or local
orgies.
friends so the two groups comprise two unconnected blocks
with S_ as the only outpoint joining them.

What seems to emerge is a picture of a competent individual with a large supportive network. He has a positive network orientation, and he has always been able to avoid prolonged stress, either through his own resources or the resources contained in his network.
Subject #15 is a 23-year-old, single, honorably^ discharged veteran who was hospitalized for a cyst on his back.
After graduating from a technical high school he enlisted in
the Air Force and served for four years as an armaments specialist. After his discharge he returned home to live with
his parents and he was unemployed for a number of months.
Eventually the unemployment office made him apply for a job
cutting down trees, and he has been working at that for the
past several months.

There are only three functional people in his network,
There are
and his relationships to them are all asymmetric.
38.
is
20 multiplex relationships, and the network size

12 7
S does report that he has some casual friends who he
sees socially and most of his friends are left over from high
school.
His network is not very tight. He reports that he
just lives day to day without any real responsibility, and
that he just works during the day and goes out drinking beer
at night.
He has not had anything which he considers to be
a crisis or a problem, and he has no long range plans or expectations. He states that he is just existing, not gaining
and not loosing, just existing.
It thus appears that there
are no external or internal demands, so he is able to cope
well.
S_'s mother describes him as self-reliant, logical,
steady, and independent, and states that he has had a smooth,
uncomplicated life. So although in terms of density and number of close relationships this subject may appear very similar to some of the schizophrenic subjects, he differs in one
important aspect the absence of life .stresses.

—

Subject #16 is a 27-year-old, single, honorably discharged, student with one year of college.
His relationship
his
but
always
with
parents is low key,
there when
they are
When he can't get out of a problem his family
he needs them.
helps, sometimes through a mysterious family network reminisIn fact, this Sicilian-born individual has
cent of the mafia.
been in prison for counterfeiting, and is currently facing deis philosophical about
portation charges on a drug charge.
these events, and he is living day-to-day, going to school,
He tends
and waiting to see if he can remain in the country.
to trust only his family and one girl to whom he is very close
emotionally, and they provide all the support, advice, and
feedback he needs. The inference can be made that he is independent and self-reliant, has good insight, and seems to have
the personal resources to manage in almost any kind of situaFor example, he is currently studying architecture in
tion.
college, and he only has an 8th grade education. It thus appears that this subject has managed any problems he has had,
either individually or with a little help from his friends.
S-

Subject #17 is a 23-year-old, single, honorably dischargHe is unemployed
ed, veteran with a high school education.
He deappendicitis.
for
and was admitted to the hospital
mother
his
but
understanding
scribes his father as quiet and
S
stress-producing.
and
is dominant, inf antalizing, nervous,
up
packs
he
bad
really
states that when things at home get
and moves in with his sister for a few days. As a child^he
really didn't have any friends, and he states that his first
high school
real friend was an encyclopedia. When he entered
heavily
became
and
he made some friends and dated some girls,
fire
for
arrested
involved in drugs. After high school he was
of
option
the
bombing the local police station, and was given
a
became
going to jail or joining the Army. In the Army he himself go
heroin addict for five months, but eventually made the barracks
in
through detoxification. He did this on his own
care of him and
took
who
friends
Rican
Puerto
Tlthlhe help of his
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covered his job for him. He then became involved in helping
other addicts, and he received an honorable discharge.
Since
he returned home he has worked in two hospitals, but quit
each because they made him nervous (he worked the night shift
at a geriatric VA, collecting deceased patients and preparing
them for transfer to funeral homes).
S_ has
a number of friends
in the local area, but they do not form a tight group but rather are individual friends. He doesn't like to open up to
these friends, and uses them more for non-specific support;
just being with them makes him feel good.
He tends to solve
his problems himself if he can, and if he can't he engages in
his time-tested escape mechanism: books. He has always read
a lot, and when his mother is getting on his nerves, he will
bury himself in a book. He states that in his mind he can go
anywhere in the world, and the book provides a good barrier
between himself and his mother. Indeed much of his life revolves around resisting his mother; he is not a physical person because she always smothers him physically and he hates
that.
He is not motivated to achieve anything for himself because his mother wants him to be successful, and S_ thinks
if he does become successful his mother would think he was
doing it for her and he doesn't want to give her that satisfaction. Consequently he just drifts along, visiting his loIn a
cal friends, reading, and trying to avoid his mother.
thoughtful,
him
as
phone call to his mother she described
sensitive, compassionate, friendly. He doesn't bring his
problems to her, and instead reacts by being quiet and readShe doesn't think he has lived up to his potential.
ing.
In summary, then, we can infer that Subject #17 does not have
a tight supportive network, but there are some close people
who give non-specific support, and this is augmented by an
efficient and well-practices escape mechanism: reading.
With these personal and network resources he manages to cope
with his current life stresses, which at this time all revolve around his mother. What is important in this case is
the clear combination of the use of network supports, augmented by an effective use of cognitive defenses.

Subject #18 is 27, married, works as a school teacher,
He is hospitalized
and holds a masters degree in education.
and extremely
large
from
a
comes
He
for a ruptured disc.
plus a large
well,
very
along
gets
tight family with whom he
and females.
males
both
with
number of non-kin relationships
from his
feedback
and
support,
He gives and receives advice,
of
one
teachers,
fellow
his
of
family, his wife, and some
volunteer
in
participates
He
to.
whom he is especially close
community activities; he is an auxilary state policeman, and
He dehe has been volunteer fireman and town policeman.
close to
is
he
and
stable
scribes his father as very calm and
and anhospital,
his mother. He has had many friends in the
with
life
his
ticipates the next few months as the best in
people, and just grow.
time to read, paint, spend time with
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He is open, honest, and confides in others easily.
In the
phone interview his mother described him as friendly, outgoing, religious, helpful, and just a marvelous boy.
He
confides in his father a lot and his father is an intelligent
man who is good at helping S_. S_ has always had friends, gets
along great with the whole family, and knows many people.
We may infer that in this subject we have the closest approximation to an ideal supportive network: a support-producing network orientation, large heterogeneous network membership, active and open network relationships, and a mutual dependency and sense of helping which forms the norm on which
the entire network operates.
There is also as observed significant life stress.

Subject #19 is a 27-year-old, single, student who lives
at home and is hospitalized for torn ligament in the knee.
He leads something of an idylic life. He spends most of his
spare time in the summer playing rugby, and in the winter he
goes to school, spends a lot of time in local bars drinking
and socializing with friends, and generally having a good
He is very athletic and he reports that he gets along
time.
with males well, and most of- the men he associates with are
He has no asin the same essential life position as he is.
pirations, and expects to live at home for the next five or
six years, go to school and work on the side, and continue
enjoying himself and avoiding responsibility. This image is
confirmed by S_' s father who describes him as lacksadasical
unmotivated, irresponsible, and as someone who doesn't let
things bother him. S_ reports that he never brings his problems to his parents, largely because he doesn't seem to have
He has a lot of friends, and seems to get along well
any.
with people. The father reports that once S recovers from
his operation things are going to change and he is going to
light a fire under S_' s tail. Although S_ doesn't know it, he
intends to kick _S out of the house and make him survive on
his own, thinking this will instill some motivation and enerdependent
gy into S and turn him into more of a man than a
inference
the
then,
case,
In this
free-livTng adolescent.
free
network,
recreational
is that S exists in a cordial,
pleases
he
as
do
to
free
from life stresses or obligations,
when he pleases and how he pleases. In the absence of stress
free from
it is easy for him to cope, so consequently he is
any sort of pathology.
Finally, the last medical subject, #20, is 34, married
He ±s
three times and divorced twice, with three children.
interview
the
currently an unemployed truck driver. During childish, and
he appeared inarticulate, unkempt, toothless,
|n amusewife
irresponsible. Nine months ago he met his
Since that
married.
ment part and three days later they were

m
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time they have been trucking and travelling around the country, sleeping in fields and the backs of cars, working
at
temporary menial jobs to earn enough money to eat. He and
his wife are always together and they depend on each other
very heavily. S reports that he has not had a good relationship with his original family. As a child his alcoholic father used to beat him and his mother was uninvolved.
S_ would
spend a lot of time running away from home and travelling
around the country trucking. His wife reports that he is
financially completely irresponsible and is totally unable to
hold onto money, but she tries to limit this and is now making some progress at getting him to be more responsible.
S_
doesn't have much of a network of his own. He is now getting
a little closer to his father who lives in Texas, and there
are a few other family members, but most of the people in his
network are really friends of his wife. Despite his lack of
money and his constant poverty he doesn't worry about things,
always believing that things will get done and he will get
by.
Indeed they have never starved, but they have eaten
their share of meals out of other people's garbage cans.
When they have been really broke someone has helped them out:
recently that has been a neighbor of his wife's who sends them
money and has adopted _S as a son and who he likes to take care
of and buy things for.
This instrumental help has been important recently in keeping them alive and clothed. S_ would
get by without him, however, because his wife states that S_
totally refuses to accept any responsibility for anything,
and thus never feels pressured to earn enough moneyor do the
necessary things to care for anyone besides himself. When he
does feel pressures he utilizes an escape mechanism which
functions to remove him from the source of stress: he leaves.
On at least one occasion with his present wife he just disappeared and they only heard from him by accident because they
happened to be at his mother's when he called (they had gone
there to get food because they were broke and had nothing to
eat). _S' s wife states that this is how he handles all his
problems, when things get too rough he just leaves, and by the
time he comes back the problem has either taken care of itWhile he is gone he seeks succourance
self or has just gone.
In fact he will
his home away from home.
from truck stops:
just to have a
miles
20
drive
and
morning
the
in
get up at 3
he just gets
upset
is
When
he
stop.
truck
cup of coffee at a
will go to
he
down
cools
he
when
and
in the car and drives,
road truckthe
on
is
he
when
and
the truck stop for coffee,
even
stop
truck
the
except
anywhere
ing he refuses to eat
It
it.
afford
couldn't
they
though it is more expensive and
famithe
about
comforting
thus seems that there is something
liarity of the truck stop, and it clearly holds a very special
meaning for S_. One last form of escape he uses is that he
will
likes to pretend he is rich. His wife reports that he
big
at
looking
go to a truck dealer and spend the whole day
would
he
rig
rigs, getting information, and ordering the ideal
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like to won.
He is careful to order something that is not in
stock, and after he fills out the papers he just leaves and
never goes back to give them the down payment. This pretending gives him some pleasure, and his wife goes along with it
because she doesn't want to deprive him of his fun. The wife
appears sensitive, responsible, insightful, strong, and realistic.
She acknowledges that she stays with S_ primarily because she is divorced and he is the first man in five years
to pay any attention to her, and she is grateful not to be
alone, living at home with her alcoholic mother anymore.
We can infer that this subject seems to survive against
all odds by employing a number of escape mechanisms to avoid
undue stress. These mechanisms include physically removing
himself from stressful situ?L:tions, the use of fantasy and the
acting out of that fantasy, and the dependence on the familiarity of truck stops as a second home (he really doesn't have
His current
a first home, just the clothes on his back).
wife seems to be making an impression on him, and her conShe is
stant presence is also supportive and comforting.
the first woman who has trucked with him, and thus he seems
In summary, then,
closer to her than to his first two wives.

this subject does experience what most would consider considerable stress, but he copes with it by side-stepping it, and
depending on his cognitive coping mechanisms and a little
support from his wife. He is a loner and he doesn't open up
to people for their help, but he survives by his own personal
resources which enable him to cope by limiting his aspirations and expectations.

Table C-1

.

Summary of Individual Subjects.

No. A^e Marital Educ
39

1

2.

52

M
M

14
12
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Occupation Diagnosis Life Stresses
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APPENDIX D
TRANSCRIPTS OF NETWORK INTERVIEWS
Because so much information was obtained on each subject
it was impossible to disguise the interview transcripts to a
degre'^ sufficient to protect the identities of the subjects.

To guarantee their confidentiality, the transcripts have been

omitted.

Each of the quotes listed in this work are taken out of
the network transcripts.

If the reader is interested in

looking at those quotes in context, or in viewing the transcripts as a whole, the author will make copies of the transcripts available providing that the subjects' confidentiality can be maintained.

